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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

2. 1 Fr equ ency of Evaluations. As s tateo in BLM Manual 4400 , scheaules
for analysls, interpretation, and evaluation s hou ld be based on land use
decisions, grazing cycle length, allotment prioriti es developed through .
categorization, ana funding leve ls. Scheoul es must also be cooralnated With
the renewal schedule of long-ter m (IO-year) permits and leases.
In general, the following should guiae the development of analysis, interpre tation, and evaluation schedules:
2.11

45

BI BLIOGRAPHY

II ITRODUCTl ON.

Tn e ~) llection of monitoring data results in quantitativ e and qualitative
i nformat i on obta i ned from measurements or estimates of the natural r esources .
Tnese data are most valuable when tneir meaning is defined and presented in
unoerstandab 1e terms to the resource manager. Thi si s the ana lys is, i nterpre tation, and evaluation pr ocess . The result is the documentation of conclusions on the progress of management to accompllsn speclflc management
objec t I ves. Such cone 1us ions are useo for management alld pI anni ng purpos es ,
ana in particular, for determining management actions ana es tablish ing new or
r ev i sea management oilject i ves.

51
54

a. Evaluate, prior to the third or fifth year implementation
pnase of grazing use decisions; thereafter to coincide with the end of the
grazing cyc"le.
b. Evaluate at longer intervals where progress toward meeting
management objectives is aocumented.
2.12

58
61
63

Category 1 Allotments

Category M Allotments
a.

Evaluate prior to the renewal oate of the term permit or

b.

Evaluate whenever use supervision indicates oet eriorating

lease.
resource conditions .
c.
document.

ii

Evaluate as scheduled in tne AMP or other management
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Category C Allotments
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Evaluate prior to the renewal date of the term permit or lease.

MONITORING DATA SUMMARY

2 .2 Intensity of Evaluation. The level of evaluation will depend upon
the number of uses beIng monltored, the kinds and amounts of monitoring data
available, the nature of the management actions being evaluated, the nature of
the decisions required, and the potential for controversy. The manager must
ensure that tne monitor i ng and evaluation processes are carried out to the
appropriate extent and intensity. It should be kept in mind that the success
of a monItoring effort may depend upon the quality of analysis, interpretation,
and evaluation that follows data collection. The best of field data are no
better than the qua 1 i ty of the process.

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ PASTURE _

ALLOTIIENT
ACTUAL USE (AU liS)

3.

100 UTlUZATlON (:<:)

I

I

2.3 Special Evaluat ions . Special evaluations may be warranted where
monitoring oata or use supervision detect a significant cnange in resourc e
conditions prior to a scheduled evaluation. The analysis, interpretation, and
evaluation process is the same for special evaluations as it is for scheduled
evaluations.
2 . 4 Additional Criteria. Section 5, Evaluation, discusses important
cons iderat Ions and cn terl a pert i nent to the eva 1uat ion process. Un i que
biological situations may require that unique criteria be applied during an
eva luation.

STATE
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PRECIPITATION

ANALYSIS.
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Analysis is (1) a detailed ex amination of anything complex in order t o
unders tand its nature or determi ne its essent i a 1 features; or (2) a separat i ng
or breaking up of any whole into its component parts for tne purpose of
examining their nature, function, relationship, and so forth.
3.1 Format for Analysis. Because of the variety of monitoring data
collected throughout the SLM, no single format for analysis is feasible or
recommended. To facilitate the analysis of specific data, the format must be
designed on a case-by-case basis . Complete documentation of the analysis is
essential. The analysis may be as basic as visually comparing cover values
from successi ve readings of trend or as complex as conoucting a computer-aided
analysis of variance of large amounts of data. Illustrat ions 1 and 2 pr ese nt
two formats that have proven useful for analysis. AppendIx I describes all
analytical techn i que for analyzing spatial data using a weighted average, and
Appendix 2 describes how to analyze stocking rates.
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3 . 2 Statistical Analysis. The proper use of statistical procedures
allows probaD i ),stlC statements to be made about the oata collected. Statlstistical tests aid the evaluator In objectively presenting and analyzing
data. Any statistical procedures used should be compatible WIth the methods
and detall requi red for each study. Sugges ted s tat i st ica I refere nces are
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Barrett ana Nutt (1979), Freese (1%2, l~b7) , St eel and Torrie (1960), ana Zar
(1974) . Persons with littl~ statistical experience shoula request assistance
from a stallstic1an prlOr to aesigning the sampl ing scheme and prior to
unaertak1ng statistical applications. A self-study stat1stical training
pacKage titlea "The Lighter Sioe of Statistics" (United States Department Of
Tne Interior, Bureau Of Lana Management 1985) is available from the Service
Center (0- 470) . Tne training package covers the principles of confidence,
precision, confidence intervals, requ ired sample size, and change detection.
3.3 Ana lys i s with Com uters or Pro rammao I e Ca 1cu I ators. Many computer
programs
per orm a vane y 0 compu a 10ns an s a 1S 1cal analysis
procedures are avai lable. For more information, contact the Denver Service
Center, Division of Resource Systems (0-470). Several statistical packages
tnat use tne Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSX) (Nie et a1.
1975), STATPACK, ana the Biomeaical Computer Programs P-Series (BMOP) (Dixon
1977) are ava il able in the Denver Service Center . Illustration 3 describes
the aovantages, disadvantages, ana characteristics of each statistical package.
4.

INTERPRETATION.

Illustration
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COll'ARISON OF THREE STATISTICAl PACKAGES - STATPACK,
SPSSX, All> BMDP - AVAILABLE ON THE HONEYWELL CPS/S

CHARACTERI STIC

Interactf ve

How to Access

Qual f ty of Manual

To interpret is to explain or tell the meaning of something and present it
in understandable terms. This includes interpreting individ ual aata sets and
examining their interrelationsnips. For example, cover ana precipit atio n data
IOOSt be interpreted individually, followed by an examination of the influence
of precipitation an cover.

STAT PACK

SPSSX

BMOP

Yes

No

No

Type " STPK"

(e.g ., ) A363/SPSSXCC

(e.g . , )A363/BMOPCC

Poor

Good

Fair

SOIall, uncOllplfcated

Best Use of Pac ka ge

analyses

Type of Data Input

4.1 Interpreting Stuay Data. Five basic types of monitoring data are
collectea: actual use, esflmated use, utilization, weat he r, and trend. Actual
use, estimatea use, utilization, and weather data are collected annually (or
more frequently for weather data) to monitor short- term s i tuat ions.

Most analyses.
except the unu sua 1

Interactive ftle with
fhed or free fOnlat

3 type s of free

Free DUst have • or /

fomat

File-fixed or

as separators

Unusual.cOIIplicated

analyses

File-fixed or 3
types of free
fomat or FORTRAN
subroutines

For ir,stance, tnese short-term data may form .th~ basis for a decision to
implement new management practices if utilization mapping inaicates that an
area is receiving an unacceptable level of livestock use. New management
practices may incluoe a change in livestock distrioution, a rev1sed grazing
system, range improvements, or aajustments in stocking rates. (For an example
of interpreting short-term monitoring data, see Appendix 3.)

Wfll f t accept
non-nullerfc input? ·

No

Yes

No

Wfll ft transfo ... data?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Trend stuoies indicate long-term trend . As trend data oecome avai laol e , the
long-term trena effects of management act ions may be more c Iear Iy assessed .
Examples of local interpretations, interrelationships among long-term
monitoring oata, and management actions are found in Illustr ations 4 and 5.
Although the following discussions are by no means exhaustiv e , they are meant
to encourage thorougn, well-founaed interpretat10ns.

Wfll ft accept .fssfng

No

Yes

Yes

4.11 Actual Use Data. Interpretat ion ot actual use data involving
the number, kind ana class of animal, ana the period of use is fairly straight
forwara. Because of the genera 1 nature of actua I use aa ta, a cer tai n amoun t
of caution should be exercised when using the se oata .
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4.12 Utilization Data. Utilization is an important factor
i nfl uencing changes 1 n the soli, water, an ima 1, and vegetat ion resources. The
impact a specific intensity of use has on a plant s pecies is highly variable
aepending on past ana present use, period of use, duration of use, interspecific competition, weather, avai 'lablility of soil moisture for regrowth,
ano how these factors interact . Utilization data can be used alone to
Determine when livestock should be moved within an allotment and to Identify
livestock distrioution probl ems . In combination with actual use and climatic
aata, utilization measurements on key areas and utilization pattern mapping
are usefu 1 for est imat ing proper StOCK i ng leve 1s under current management.
Utilization stuaies are helpful in identifying key and problem areas, and in
identifying range improvements neeaeo to improve livestock di s tribution.
a. Weather Factors. Weather conditions (amount, type, and
distribution of preclpltabon, sOli and air telnperature, etc.) that affect
proauction must be conSidered when evaluating uti lization data. Similar
stod< ing rates on tne same pasture during the same season but in different
years often yielD vastly different utilization levels when large fluctuations
in forage production occur. Forage production estimates can be usea to adjust
key species utilization figures to reflect more accurately the level of
utilization that cou ld be expected in a "normal" product ion year at the same
stocking rate (Sneva and Hyder 19~2a and 0, Sneva 1977). (See Appendices 3
and 4.j
The type anD amount of precipitation may influence perceptions of utilizatlon.
For example, hai 1 may cause a severely grazed appearance, or deep snow may
cause unusual utilization levels on taller species.
Climatic adjustment factors should be developed on a species -by-species basi s.
Application of adjustment factors to species other than those for which they
were originally Developed must be done judiciously. Different species may not
proauce similarly in response to the same climatic variations.
o. Utilization Study Location. Assess utilization data to
ensure tnat study locabons are/were located in Key areas, reflect utilization
in the grazing area, ana preferaDly overlay any trena and weather studies .
c. Utilization Methods Analyze metnods of acquiring utilData for accuracy, conslstency, and appropriateness to the vegetation
type . Utilization data acquired from utilization methoDs using cages should
De checked to ensure that cages were moved at appropriate periods.
izatl~~

d. Stage of Growth/Rerrowth. The phenological stage and
amount of growth at the flme of a utJ lZabon study affects utilization levels.
Amounts of forage available early in the growing season wi 11 be less than the
amount availaole l ate in the growing seasor.. Therefore, a given stocking

level applied in the spring will produce higher utili zation than in the fall.
Interpretat ion should inc 1uoe a thorough assessment of season/ growth/use
re,lat i onships.
e . Species Uti 1 ized . Livestock often use species other than
the key species . Assess utl llzatlDn data for appropr 'ateness of key species
and non-key species.
f . Period of Use. The time livestock, wildlife, wild horses,
or wild burros use the range affects where and what species are utilized.
Forage preference of l i vestock changes in relationsh ip to the animals ' physiological needs, available forage, pa latab il ity of forage specles, and even
weather pat terns . Cons i der the interre 1at i onshi ps of these factors before
determining stocking le vels.
g. Kind/Class of Animal. Cons ider the kind and class of ,
animal when interpretlOg ut lllzatlDn patterns and levels. Generally speaklng,
grazing habits of kinds and c 'lasses of animals will differ in:
-

di stances trave led to and from water
terra in traversed and grazed
forage preference
herding techniques (sheep/goats)

Consider utilization levels and patterns of wi'ldlife also.
h. Physical and BlDloglcal Features. Physica l and biological
features should be lncluded lJl the lnterpretatlon of utilization data. Tne
following physical features influence the intensity and patterns of veget ation
ut i li zat ion:
-

slope
aspect
topography
soi 1 texture

-

dens i ty of orush/trees
absence of vegetation
height of vegetation
amount and distribution of water

4.13 Weather Data . Normally in the monitoring program weather
vari ab 1es are samp Ied. Weather may be def i ned as the s tate of the atmosphere
at a definite time and place with respect to precipitation, wind, temperature,
relative humidity, evaporation, etc. Climate, on tne other hand, is the
average weather condi tions of a place over a long peri od of time. , Wea ther
influences the daily fluctuation of resource production wher eas cllmate
establishes limiting factors for many plants and animals. Wea ther exerts a
strong influence on vegetation growth, and in turn, there is a feedback
,
influence of vegetation on microcl imate. This feedbac k mechanlsm and the , hlgh
variation of weather (Le., temperature and precipitation) make interpretlng
vegetat ion/weather/cl imate associations di ff Icult . Take extreme care when
examining these associations to avoid confusion as to wnicn climatic or

10
11

111 ustrat ion 6
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weather elements are exerting tne strongest influence on vegetation growth.
Tnose Interesteo in a more detailed examination of the bioclimate aspects of
an ecosystem should consult Rosenberg (1974) and Oke (197B).
a . Extrapolation of Climate Studies . Because of the variability of climatic zones and plant tolerances, extrapolation of climatic data
co 11 ec ted at one site shou 1d be app 1i ed to other sites on ly after carefu 1
comparison of site conditions. Comparisons should include, but are not 1 imited
to, snort- and long-term precipitation ana temperature patterns, vegetation
compos it ion and characteri s tics, and so i I characteri s tics.
O. Climate Diagrams. Climate diagrams developed by Heinrich
Walter (Walter 1979) can be usea to represent climate stations graphically.
Th~se diagrams should he used for single-year and long-term average climate
data. They are helpful aids in the evaluation of bioclimate controls.
(1) Climate Diagram Construction.
an ex amp 1e on how to COilS truct c I,mate 01 ag rams.

Illustration 6 provides

(2) Cl1mate Map. Placement of small climatic diagrams on
a map for each climate stat lOn can be used to develop a genera 1 concept ion of
tne climatic types of the region. This map can be used to identify similar
climatic sites or homoclimes.
..
. (3) ClimateDiagr am Interpretat lOn. Climatic diagrams can
be used to 1aent1fy relatwe and or hum1d perlOds, duration and severity of a
cold winter, and frost-free periods (Walter 1979). Periods of drought (precipitation curve less than temperature curve) or humidity (precipitation curve
greater tnan temperature curve) indicate only relative periods in relation to
the two variables and may not represent absolute conditions.
c. Precipitation. Tnroughout the Western United States,
precipitation will generally be the limiting factor to plant growth. Local
topography and microclimate conditions can mollify or exaggerate the role of
precipitation as a limiting factor to growth. Close examination of site
conditions is needed to confirm the precipitation aspects of an ecosystem.
(1) Preci itation Mappin
Precipitation
se l dom falls uniformly over an area .
n genera, prec1pltation increases as
elevation increases. Data derived from a precipitation station may be highly
vanaole because of the station location and its relationship to storm paths,
topographic features, or other regional anomal ies. Several methods are
available to estimate precipitation on areas where no data were collected
(Wi s 1er and Brater 1959).
(a) Arithmetic Mean. The simpl est method is to
compute the mean of the precip1tatlOn recoraed at the gauges surrounding the
area . If stations and rainfall are uniformly distributed over an area, the
results of the arithmet1c mean method are fairly accurate. Mountainous,
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Key to the climate diagram: A, station; B, height above sea level; C,
number of years of observation (where two figures are give n, the fi r s t indicates temperature and the second precipitation); OJ mean annual temperature
(in degrees Centigrade); E.. mean annual precipitation (in millimeters); F,
mean daily temperature minimum of the coldest month; G, absolute minimum
temperature (lowest recorded); HI curve of mean monthly temperature (1 division = 100 C);
IJ curve of mean monthly precipitation (l division = 20 nun);
J, period of relative drought (dotted); K. co rresponding relatively
humid
0
season (vertical shading); L, months with absolute minimum below 0 C
(diagonally shaded)1.e .• with either late or early frosts.
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semiarid regions, however, are usually typified by complex precipitation
patterns. Consequently, sparse and sometimes unrepresentative locations of
precipitation stations yield inaccurate results for the mountainous areas.
(b) Thiessen Method. In the Thiessen method, polygons are drawn around gauge locatlons by constructinQ perpendicula r bisectors
between each gauge location and its neighboring gauges. Th e area within a
po lygon is cons i dered to have had prec i pi tat ion simi 1ar to its gauge. (See
Illustration 7.)

Illustration
RANGELAND MONITORING - ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION, AND EVALUATION

THIESSEN POLYGONS

(c) I sohyeta 1 Method . The I sohyeta 1 method i nvo I ves
drawing contour lines of equal preclpltatlon based on extrapolation of values
between gauges, topograpnic features, and storm patterns. It is likely to be
more accurate than other methods where elevation differences are more
pronounced . (See Illustration 8.)
(2) EffectIVe Precipitation. More important than total
prec i pitation received at a sIte IS the amount receIVed dUring the effectIVe
period. Effective precipitation is dependent on soil factors, vegetation
growth patterns, and recent cl imatic conditions (temperature, previous
preCipitation, etc.).
(3) Precipitation Type. The precipitation type may have
considerable impact on the vegetatlon resource . Hail, for example, can cause
severe impacts on herbaceous species ana because of mechanical damage, can
adversely impact woody species.
d. Ambient Air Temper atu re. Ambient air temperature wi 11
in 1uence the rate at whIch photosyntn es 1s proceeds, as we 11 as the in it i at i on
and cessation of vegetation growth. Under certain condit ions, topographic and
edaphic features can cause temperature to replace precipi tat ion as the 1imit i ng
factor to plant growth.
( 1) Measurement Cons i derat ions. The time and hei ght of
measurement must be consIdere d when ana IYZl ng temperature data. Time of
measurement may reflect diurnal or seasonal changes that can alter the
i~ortance of temperature as a 1 imiting factor to vegetation growth. Height
of measurement should be considered to interpret data adequately due to a wide
vertical gradient in temperatures. Ambient air temperatures may appear to
limit growth at a two-meter height but not at a two-centimeter height.
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(a) Dual InterpretatlOn. Temperature measurements
may ref 1ect energetic and/or hydro log lC condl b on s; consequent ly, care mus t be
ta~en to properly interpret temperature effects.
(For example, temperature
may be identified as the factor initiating summer dormancy, when in fact a
lack of moisture resulting in higher air temperatures is the key factor.)

ISOHYETS (CONTOUR.S OF EQUAL RAINFALL)

(3) Frost. The occurrence of frost can affect the t otal
aboveground net primary production and species composition of a site . The
effect of frost is s pecies dependent; temperatures may only need to approach
zero (OC) in some cases, whereas in other cases the temperatures may need to
go well oelow zero (OC) to affect a plant. The consistent occurrence
(severa 1 years in a row I of an aonorma lly 1ate spri ng frost, or the 1ack of a
late spring frost where one normally occurs, will affect trend by increasing
or restricting the number of possible species and abovegrouna net primary
production for a site .
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(1) Wind Lod9ing and Breakage . Lodglng or breakage of
vegetat ion wi 11 reduce the stand 109 crop and may glVe the appearance of 11 vestock ut il i zat ion. The movement of 1 i t ter or recent dead materi a I on to or out
of a site by wind movement can affect the trend and cover values depending on
the measurement methods used.

,

\

I.
I

I

e. Wind. Wind influences a number of biological and physical
factors in an ecosystem including evapotranspiration, growth form, standing
crop, and vegetation distribution patterns . Wind conditions should be
considered when selecting key areas, analyzing utilization data, or estimating
standing crop.
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(2) Wind Patterns. High wind patterns will affect the
distrioution of livestock ana wlldhfe, which in turn affects utilization
patterns. The effects of wind patterns are seasonal an d can influence ani.,al
distributions in opposite ways through the course of a year .
(al Wind Rose. Wind pattern s can be de picteo and
interpreted by constructing a wlnd rose for either daily, weekly, monthly, or
annua I wi nd pat terns. A wi nd rose is cons tructed by pI ac i ng arrows around a
circle at the compass points from which the wind blew. The length of the arrow
is proportional to the percent of time (for the specified time period) the wind
blew from thdt direction. The value in the center of the circl e is tne percent
of time the winds were calm. The number of compass points used is dependent
on the user's needs. Generally, a minimum of eight compass points are used.
(See Illustration g.)
f. Soil Temperature. Soil temperatures play an important role
in the germination and estabhshment of pl ant seedlings and the initiation of
spring growth. As with air temperatures, soil temperatures must be analyzed
in 1 i ght of the time of measurement and tne depth of measurement to interpret
the data adequately.
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I

WIN~

(1) Plotting Soil Temperature. Due to seasonal and diurnal
fluctuations, soil temperatures shoula be plottea over time with each curve
1abe Ied as to depth of measurement.

l()SE

(2) Maximum, Minimum,
Maximum, minimum, and average al y SOl
wi th seed 1i ng germi nat i on and break i ng of
these temperatures generally extends over
naving instantaneous significance .
g. Other Climatic Factors . Climatic elements such as soil
moisture , evapotranspIratIOn rate, relatIve humidity, dew pOint temperature,
and otners can each infl uence vegetat ion growth dependi IIg on the condi t ions.
Bec ause of the interdependence of climatic e lements, it is important to
cr it ically evaluate the assumed importance of an element so that significance
can be attributed to the initial element itself and is not just a reflecti on
of other factors.
h. Limiting Factors. Limiting factors to vege tation growth
should be determined whenever possIble to gain a clear understanding of the
microc limate ana/or mesoclimate.
4.14 Trend Data . Interpret changes in the kind, proportion, or
amount of plant specIes on a site as trend in ecological status or r esource
value rating. Determination of trend is evidence as to whether or not pr esent
management i s resulting in changes toward or away from management obj ect iv es
for vegetat ion and/or soil s. Thi s determinat ion incl udes assessment of the
direction and degree of change, as well as what caused the change.

10
,

40
,

SCALE OF WINO PERCENTAGES

5,0

Many different types and amounts of study data are collected to monitor t re nd .
(See Technica 1 Reference 4400-4 for i nformat ion on trend study techniques. )
Therefore, no single "step-by-step" procedure for analyzing and interpreting
trend data is recolllllended. The fo llowing suggested references ar e examples of
techni ques emp 1oyea to ana Iyze and interpret changes in range vegetat i on:
Grieg-Smith (1964), Harniss and Murray (IY73), Tueller and Bl ackour n (1974 ) ,
Schmutz and Sm i th (197b), Tausch and Tueller (1977), Mi lIer e t al. (1980 ), and
Anderson and Holte (1981).
a. Dens ity. Dens i ty is the number of i nd i vi dua I s or s t ems per
unit area. Density measurements are best suited to vegetat ion ln at occ ur s as
discrete stems, r osettes, or clumps. The vegetation attr i bu te of de nsi ty i s
difficult to samp ·'e and interpret for vegetation with indiscre t e uni t s (e.g .,
s od grasses) and is particularly teoious where large numb ers ot sma ll illdi vidua -Is occur. Oensity data are particuhrly va luabl e i n studyi ng populat i on
dynamics (the changes that take place during the lif e of a populat i on ) and i n
making intraspecific comparisons when aens ity data are recorded by age c l ass .
When used in conjunction with other types of dat a , dens ity also provid es i nformation on spatial relations between individua Is, s pec i es , and vigor of
s pecies (USDA, Forest Service 1959 , Daubenmire 1968).
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.

.
. .
(I) Density and Climatic Influence . Density bf a pe r ennial
s~ecles lsmln lma lly affected oy yearly cllmat lc fluctuations; this feature
~lVes par tl cular value to the use of den si ty to assess vegetation change and
ltS relatlonsnl p to management actions. Density of established plants prov ides
one of the best measu r es of s eedl i ng es tao Ii shment and s urvi va 1. Dens ity of
annual s lS stron~ly correlateo wi~h climatic conoitions, particularly those
that affect germl nat lon and s eedll ng surviva 1.

COIFIDENCE INTrRVAlS fOR 8INOMIAl POPUlATlONS·-100 QUAORATS
Approx1.ate 951 and 80S confidence intervals for percentage frequency observed for 100
quadrats. Confidence intervals were calculated as:

Den s i ty
of the
be

v?oF

.
.
b: Frequency. Frequency lS the percentage of occurrence of a
s pecl es ln a senes of samples of unlform size. Frequency lS a spatla l
property strongly reflecting the distribution and relative abundance of a
species i n a community.

Freq.

Cont.

Inter.

where

Freq .

P•. 95 P" SO

Analyzed differences in rooted frequencies of individual s pecies may be interpreted as changes ln the number of es tablished individuals or as cha nges in
tne basal size . of the individuals. Indications that individuals of the s pecies
dld not slgnlflcantly lncrease ln size would signify that change in freque ncy
lS due to a vanatlOn ln tne number ·of es ta blished individuals, and vice versa.
Frequency chan~es may . also be due to species entering or leaving the sampllng area . To De meanlOgful for interpretation of trend, the same plot size
mu s t have been utlllZed for succe:;SlVe readlngs, and frequency valu es shoulo
have fa 11 en 1 n a range of 20 to BO perc ent for samp 1i ng sens it i vi ty. A\though
a oetected cnange l n frequency may not be directly correl ated to a specific
cnange ln oenslty, cover, or yield, it may be us ed as a "Red Flag" to indicate
that a real change has occurred . A I imitation of frequency is that it cannot
be lnterpreted to indic ate a specific amount or the s pecific property of
change ln a specles unless additional information is available (Society for
Range Management 19B3).
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

~requency

data may be compared by examining overlap of computed confidence
lntervals (See 3.2 LLighter Side of Statistics)). Tabl es of confldence intervals for sample sizes of 100 ana 200 are presented i n Illustrations 10 and 11
respectively. These tables should only be used for gross in terpre tat ions.
'
Statlstlcally accurate confidence inter va ls must be calculated using specific
values and confidence leve ·ls.

20

21
22
23
24
25

The size of the sampling unit (or frame) influences the probabil ity that a
specles wlil be encountered in a frequency study. The smaller th e sampling
unlt, . the I~ss chance of a species occurring in it . Likewise, the larger the
sampl;ng.uOlt, the greater chance of a s pecies occurring in it. Heterogeneous
COOlllUnl t 1 es requ 1 re more samp ling than homogeneous ones and s pars e cover more
than oense. Changlng plot SlZe between readings invalidates dire ct data
c~mparison.
Some situations may require use of different sampli ng f rame
SlZes on tne same transect due to large differences in abundance and

20

t,, (2)99 ;

0-4
0-5
0-7
1-8
1-10
2-11
2-12
3-13
3-14
4-15
4-16
5-17
6-18
6-20
7-21
8-22
9-23
10-24
10-26
11-27
12-28
13-29
14-30
15-31
16-32
16-34

0-2
0-4
1-5
1-6
2-8
2-9
3-10
4-11
4-12
5-13
6-14
7-15
8-16
9-17
10-18
10-20
11-21
12-22
13-23
14-24
15-25
16-26
17-27
18-28
18-30
19-31

26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50

t .95 • 1.98 and t .80 • 1.29

Cont . Inter.
P'. 95 p·.SO

,

17-35 20-32
18-36 21-33
19- 37 22-34
20-38 23-35
21-39 24-36
22-40 25-37
23-41 26-38
24-42 27-39
25-43 28-40
26-44 ·29-41
26-46 30-42
27-47 31-43
28-48 32-44
29-49 33-45
30-50 34-46
31 -51 35-47
32-52 36-48
33-53 37-49
34-54 38-50
35-55 39-51
36-56 40-52
37-57 41-53
38-58 42-54
39-59 43-55
40-60 44-56

Freq .

Cont.

Inter .

Freq.

Cont.

Inter.

,

P·.95 P·.SO

,

P•. 95 P·.80

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

41-61 45-57
42-62 46-58
43-63 47-59
44-64 48-60
45-65 49-61
46-66 50-62
47-67 51-63
48-68 52-64
49-69 53-65
50-70 54-66
51-71 55-67
52-72 56-68
53-73 57-69
54-74 58-70
56-74 59-71
57-75 60-72
58-16 61-73
59-77 62-74
60-78 63-75
61 -79 64-76
62-80 65-71
63-81 66-78
64-82 67-79
65-83 68-80
66-84 69·81

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

68-84
69-85
70-86
71-87
72-88
73-89
74-90
76-90
77-91
78-92
79-93
SO-94
82-94
83-95
84-96
84-96
85-96
86-97
88-98
89-98
90-99
92-99
93-100
95-100
96-100

,

86

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

70-82
72-82
73-83
74-84
75-85
76-86
77-87
78-88
79-89
SO-90
82-90
83-91
84-92
85 -93
86-94

87-95
88-96
89-96
90-97
91-98
92-98
94-99
95-99
96-100
98-100

Values f or frequencies 0.9\ lind 91-100\ are "exact" binomials according to OWen (1962) .
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CONFIDENCE INTERVAlS

BIN(JMIAL POf'ULATlON5--200 QUAORATS

FOR

e

Approxillate 951 and 80S confidence intervals for percentage frequen cy observed for
200 quadrats (btnOlli.l dfstributfon). Conffdence 1ntenals wer-e calculated as :

~
ZOO

Freq.

Conf.

Inter.

t cr (Z)l99 ;

Freq.

P-. 95 P-.80
S

S

S

0

0-3
0-4
0-5
0-6
1-7
Z-9
Z-10
3-11
4-1Z
5-13
6-14
7-15
7-17
8-18
9-19
10-20
11-21
12-Z2
13-Z3
14-Z4
14-Z6
15-27
16-Z8
17-29
18-30
19-31

O-Z
0-3
0-4
1-5
2-6
3-7
4-8
5-9
5-11
6-1Z
7-13
8-14
9-15
10-16
11-17
1Z-18
13-19
14-20
14-ZZ
15-Z3
16-Z4

4
5

10
11
1Z
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20

21
Z2
23
Z4
25

17-25

18-215
19-27
2O-Z8
Zl-29

Cont.

where

S

S

Z6
Z7
Z8
29
30
31
3Z
33
34
35
36
37

2O-3Z
Zl -33
Z2-34
23-35
24-36
25-37
26-38
Z6-4O
27-41
Z8-42
29-43
30-44
31-45
32-46
33-47
34-48
35-49
36-50
37-51
38-5Z
39-53
40-54
41-55
42-56
43-57

38

39
40
41
4Z
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

c. Vegetation Cover. Cover is the percentage of ground surface
covered by vegetation. Tne type of cover should be s pecified as canopy,
foliar, basal area, or point cover. Informative discussions of cover are found
in "Techniques and Methods of Meas uring Understory Vegetation" (USDA, Forest
Service 1959) and "Plant COlllTlunities" (Daubenmire 1968).

t.95 - 1.97 and t.80 - 1.29

Inter.

freq.

P-. 95 P-. 80

51
5Z
53
54

ZZ-3O

Z3-31
24-32
26-33
26,34
Z7-35
Z8-36
Z9-37
30-38
31-39
32-40
33-41
34-4Z
35-43
36-44
37-45
37-47
38-48
39-49
40-50
41-51
42-5Z
43-53
44-54
45-55

55

56
57
58
59
60
61
6Z
63
64
65

Conf. Inter.
P-.95 P-.80
S

S

44-58
45-59
46-60
47-61
48-62
49-63
50-64
51-65

46-56
47-57
48-58
49-59
50-60
51-61
5Z-6Z
53-63
55-63
56-64
57-65
58-66
59-67
60-68
61-69
62-70
63-71
64-72
65-73
66 -74
67-75
68-76
69-77
70-78
71-79

52-66

n

53-67
54-68
55-69
56-70
57-71
58-7Z
59-73
60-74
6Z-74
63-75
64-76
65-77

7Z

66-78

73
74
75

67-79
68-80
69-81

66

67
68
69
70

Freq.

Cont.

(1) Canopy Cover. Canopy cover reflects that part of
two-dimensional space over wn1ch a plant exerts an influence and provides a
relative index of a species' eco 'iogical domi nance. It is the percentage of
ground covered by a downward vert i ca I project i on of tne outermos t perimeter of
the natura'i spread plant foliage. Canopy cover inc l udes s ma ll openings in the
canopy and should oe hi gher than basal area cover and fo 1 i ar cover.

Inter .

P-. 95 P-.80
S

76
77
78

79
80
81
8Z

83
84

85
86

87
88
89
90
91
9Z
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

70-8Z
71-83
7Z-84
73-85
74-86
76-86
77-87
78-88

S

72-80
73-81
74-82
75-83
76-84
77-85
78-86
80-86
79-89 81-87
80-90 8Z-88
81 -91 83-89·
8Z -9Z 84 -90
83-93 85-91
85-93 86-9Z
86-94 87-93
87-95 88-94
88-96 89-95 .
89-97 91-95
90-98 9Z-96
91-98 93-97
93-99 94-98
94-1 00 95-99
95-100 96-100
96-100 97-100
97-100 98-100

e

(2) Foliar Cover . Fo 1 i ar cover i s tne percentage of ground
covered by a downward vert, ca I proJect i on of the aeri a 1 port i on of plant s;
sma 11 openi ngs in the canopy are exc 1uded . Fo 1i ar cover may a 1so be viewed as
the sum of snadows tnat WOUlD be cast if a lignt source were placeD directly
over a plant. Foliar cover i s a particu l arly usef ul value wllere in tercepti on
of preci pi tat ion and other aspec ts regardi ng watershed are cons i dereo; ita I so
allows for comparisons among all I ife forms .
(3) Basa I Area Cov er . Basa 1 area is the area of ground
surface occupied by the stem or stems of a plant, generally measured at I inch
above so ill eve 1 .
(4) Point Cover. Point cover (sometimes called ~oint frequency) can be con verted to an unill ased est ima te of cover, prov i ded that the
point is very sharp, i.e., dimensionless. Use of a theoret ically dimensionless
point represents the ultimate reduction in quadrat size. The theory of point
sampl,ng is tnat if an infinite number of po ints were placeo over an area, the
cover of an object could oe determined by computing the percentage of points
covering the object (Evans and Love 1957, Pieper 197B). For sampling vegetation, point cover must use the principles discussed in basal, canopy, or foliar
cover.
(5) Canopy or Foliar vs. Basal Are a Cov~r. When moni tori ng sflrub spec i es, canopy or fo I, ar cover data may be more mean i ngfu I than
oasal area cover data. The basal area or mainstem of a woo<ly plant is subj ec t
to change in one Direction only--to increase in size (or remain constant).
The basal area/unit area of a woody species wi II decrease only when plants
die. A decline will not be e vioent with basal area data unt,l

Values for frequenc1es 0-91 Md 91-1001 Ire ·euct- bfnOllials, and .er. cilculated

according to Stft1 and Torri. (1960).

e
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di stribution of species (Hyder et al. 1965, Tueller et al . 1972, and
Mu eller-Dombois 1974) . Under these circumstances, the evaluator should be
cautious of direct comparisons amon9 speci es . An alternative is to redesign
the trend technique and use different plot sizes in a nested configuration.
The sUlllred frequencies of the nested plots may be useful in detecting
vegetat ion changes (Smi th 1982) .
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mortality occurs and the stem disappears. While canopy or fol i ar cover is
a i so an index of plant vigor, it periodically fluctuates becau se of variations
inc I imat ic condi t ions and foragi ng use. Th i sis espec i ally pronounced in
herbaceous spec i es where it is often preferab 1e to use basal area cover.
Basal cover is not noticeably affected by differences in phenological stage,
current graz i ng use, ano year ly fl uctuat ions in production.

Composition is an interpretive item derived from absolute data. In ll fact, the
terms "relative cover," II relative density," or "relative production are
preferred because they qualify or more aptly describe what was sampledand the
relationship of one species to the group. Do not use the terms "relatlVe
frequency" or "compos i t ion by frequency."

(6) Su~erimposed Canopi es. Superimposed p I ant cano~i es
are conmon in many conmunl les; therefore, the sum of all cover values can
theoretically exceed 100 percent. This s um can prov ide a comparative index of
s i te product i vity. The sum of basal area cover estimates cannot exceed 100
percent. Uften combinations of canopy (or foliar) cover and basal area cover
are used in samp ling methods because plant cornmun i ties rare Iy cons i st of on Iy
one pl ant form. Total cover in some communities tells very little about
cond i t ion because increasers and invaders often rep 1ace decreasers . When
oetermining trend, i t is more informative to examine changes in cover and of
composition of individual species (particularly key species) rather than total
cover.
(7) Determining Bare Grouno from Cover Data. Cover data
are usually gathereo wi th methods that est lmate or measure superimposed vegetation layers. Merely suotracting total cover from 100 percent to determine
percent bare ground underestimates the true amount of bare ground. It is more
accurate to estimate or measure bare ground directly in the field if this type
of data is oes ire d.

d. Production. Production data are collected on a weight
basis. Weignt is a meanlngful expression of productivity of a plant conmunity
or an inoividual species. Weight data have a oirect relationship to feea unit s
for grazing animals and thus are valuab 'le in de termining s tocking rates (united
States Department of Agr iculture, Soil Conservation Service 1970). Because
the total herbage yields 00 not necessarily reflect changes in condition,
product ion of ind i vi dua 1 spec ies shou i d be exami ned wnen interpret i ng trend.
Composition by weignt is used in conjunction with Range Site Guiaes to determine condition.
Because of season a I and annua I vari at ions inc 1 imat i c condit ions, annua I
herbage yields fluctuate considerably . Interpretation of the effect of
cl i mate on production is invaluable for trend analysis ( Sneva and Hyder 19b~a
ana b). Gradual cnanges (or no change) in range product i v i ty may be obscured
by seasonal and annual fluctuations .
e. Composition. Composition is the proporti on or relative
abundance of species," the conmunity . Species composition is a pr i mary means
of oescribing successional stages, seral convnunit ies , or cond ition classes.
It reflects the status of a s pecies relative to the total conmunity.
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Baslng land use decislOns on composltion alone can be hazardous, especiany in
trend studles. Flgure 1 hypothetlcally oemonstrates a possible analytical
error, associated with composition, that may occur in an inventory or monitoring effort.

Species
Code
SPCR
BOER
SCBR
PPFF
XASA
Figure 1.

YEAR 1
% Compo
Lbs/acre
100
100
100
100
0

25~

25%
25%
25%
0%

YEAR 4
% Compo
Lbs/acre
100
125
100
100
75

20%
25%
20%
20~

15%

Comparison of absolute and composit ion data
for one site over time .

Absolute production data (lbs/ac) indicates no change over time forSP CR, SCBR
or PPFF but shows an increase for BOER and XASA. However, compos ltlOn shows a
oecrease for SPCR, SCBR, PPFF; an increase for XASA; and the sa~ composl tlOn
fo r BOER. A deCision baseo solely on key species composition mlght be wrong.
In this case the analysis should concentrate on the increase of XASA and
BOER . This same problem may occur in an inventory effort when estlmates of
composi tion are not supplemented with absolute data (e.g., lbs/ac .) .
f. Vigor. Vigor ref ers to the relative s iz e and health of an
individual. Criteria used to evaluate vigor include: pl ant helght; presence
or absence of dead port ions of the p I ant; number of reproduc tive structures
(buds, i nfl orescences, etc.); 1e ngth of seeds ta 1ks or 1ea~ers; produ c t lOn;
size of leaves; and color (Daubenmire 1968). Based on phY S'0109 ,cal
requirements of forage plants (Blaisden and Pechanec 1949, Pond 19bO,
Mueggler 1972 and 1975), monitoring plant vigor in res pon se to varlOU S
intensities of grazing and c ompe tition is beneficial to the oevelopment of
gr azin g sys tems .

The tendency toward s ecotypic s pecializ ation on different s ites may complicate
the evaluation of whether vigor rati ngs are an ex~resslOn of ~ene tl c .varlablli ty or direct envi ronmenta 1 infl uences such as sOli depth , sOll cheml s try, and
available soi l moisture. Species vigor cOlMlonly vari es independently on the
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same site at different stages of succession--and herein 1 ies the practical
of tne concept of vigor in trend studies. Some ecol ogist s believe that
vlg9r as comparea to other analytlcal techniques can provide the earliest
lOdlcatlon of trend (Dau benmire 1968, Bjugstad and Whitman 1970 ) .

h. Litter. Litter influences the microclimate, vegetat i on,
and soil of a site .---ror-example, litter layers reduce evaporation, affect
penetrat ion of rain water , retard surface runoff, prevent raindrop splash erosion, modify soil temperature, and reduce the range of extremes of temperature
and the rate of variation (Branson et al. 1981). The effect on temperature in
turn affects viability and germination of seeds and survival of seedlings .
Decay of litter also affects soil fertility and soil structure . Too much
litter may stifle production. Whether or not increasing litter is an indication of trend is specific to the individual region and site.

v~lue

g. Reproduction, Age Clas s, and Form Class. Ana lysis of rep r oduction, age class, ana form class lS useful ln trena and succession studies.
It is useful in determi n i ng whether and how the status of a species in a
community is changing.
(1) Reproduct i on. Presence or absence of es tab 1 i shed
seed 1 i ngs is an i ndi cat ion of tne oegree of successfu 1 reproduct i on. For
1 nstance! absence of seea l i ngs or young plants of a sexually reproduc i ng
s~ecles lndlcates poor reproductlOn success.
(This condition would not be
slgnlflcant for those species that reproduce primarily by vegetative means .)
Although produc t lon and cover est lmates of a sexually reproduci ng speci es may
be constant for many years, eventually the mature plants will grow old and
dle. If no replacement occur" the species wi 11 begin to decl ine on that site.
The causes of successful reproduction or a lack of successful reproduction are
comple~.
Nonbiotic factors, i n part icular climatic fa ctor s, strong ly influence
formatlOn of vlable seea, germi~ation of see d~, and establishment of seedlings.
Mortallty among seedllngs, partlclJlarly seedllngs of perenni al plant s is very
hlgh. At most,. only a few i nd ividuals of each seed crop can be expected to
reach reproductlVe age • . The combination of prolific viable seed prod uction and
proper germl nat lOn condl t lOns can 1ead to an abundance of seed 1 i ngs that may
never reach matunty. It may be more appropriate to consider young establ isn ed
plants, rather than seedlings, as indicator s of successful reproduction.
. ..
(2) Age Class. Popu lation dynamics are compl ex; many
vanaoles lnteract to affect the balance between addition of new plant s and
mortality. The lnter pretation of the distribution of age classes (the propor tlOns of varlOUS age groups present) can furnish evidence as to the dynamic
successlonal status vegetatlOn. If the rate of addition for a species exceeds
mortallty over a period of time, its density will increase and vice versa. An
understanoing of the autecology of the species is essential for critical
interpretat ions of the data (Daubenmire 1968).
.
(3) Form Class. Form classes that reflect the degree of
hedglng (the effects of use dunng a previous year or a succession of previous
years) . and the avallaolllty of browse are particularly useful in vegetation
a~a lys 1 s . . The a~gree of nedg i ng that will mai nta in browse plants ina product lYe condl t 1 on Wlll vary. I nterpretat ion of these data requ i res cons i derab Ie
knowledge .of the biology of the plant species and its response to browsing and
other envlronmental factors (New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
USDA-Forest Service, USDI-Bureau of Land Management) .
'
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(1) Factors Which Affect the Amount of Litter. The rate
of litter accumulation is lnfluenced by plant speCles, vanahons in production, levels of forage utilization, climatic factors, freq uency of fires,
and rate of litter decay (Williams and Gray 1974, Whitford et al. 1982).
(a) Vanatlons ln productlOn from year to year can
affect litter accumulation . For i nstance, volumlnous productlon of annual s
one year may create abundant nonpers i s tent 1 i tter, whi 1e the next year may be
especially dry with very low herbage production, and therefore, low l itter
accumulation. These data considered alone would falsely inai cate a negative
trend.
(b) Different intensities of utilization directly
affect the amount of material that becomes litter. Because utilizati on
removes plant materials that wou ld eventually become lit ter, oata clJ llection
periods should be planned to occur at similar poi nts in a grazing , r.heme. For
instance , if a pasture received heavy utilization pr ior to data collection,
litter estimates would probably be lower than had the data been collected after
a rest peri od. The evaluator should consider tr end indications from litter in
conj un cti on with both actual use and utilizat ion data.
(c) Abiotic events also affect the amount of litter
ptesent. The occurrence of fire on a s tudy site wi 11 vi rtua lly remove all
1 i tter and may gi ve an erroneous impress i on of negat i ve trend to the casua 1
observer. Ev i dence of events that affect 1 i tter accumu 1at i on, su~h as fire,
intense thunderstorms, hai 1, and strorrg winds, should have been noted at the
time of data collection .
(2) Record i ng Current Year's Growth. Da ta co 11 ect i on is
often complicated by the presence of annuals that are live plants early in the
season, only to become litter later in the season . Interpretation of litter
data must assess whether observers consistently recoraed such spec ies as either
plants or as 1 i tter withi n the span of one growi ng season . For example,
recording cheatgrass as cheatgrass in June and recordin9 the sallie plant as
litter in August invalidates comparison of these two data sets. Data may be
recorded for both as long as litter and species data are documented and
recorded as separate entries.
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4.2 Effects of Other Biological Agents (excluding big game and livestock).
Concentrat lOns ot 1 nsects, rodents, smuts, rusts, etc., can have sl,bs tant 1 a I
w flue nce on vegetation. Note abnormal concentrations of these agents during
f~e ld examlnatlOns and subsequently consider during interpretati or and evaluatlOn. TheIr effects on trend and/or utilization may be eithe r pos · tive or
negative depending on. the resource value affected. For examp l e, concentratlOns of t he sagebrusn defolIator, Aroga websteri Clarke, i n sagebrush/
buncngrass COITmUnltles may be harmful In terms of trend for wintering deer but
,!,a~favor forage production for l ivestock.
Histories of many of these agents
lnolcate tnat outoreaks are relatively short-lived and that populations
f l uctuate. r aplo1y aependlng an clImate, food supply, and other habitat requirements. Aosence of an imals that act as seed disseminators such as rodents and
birds, is also important and should be noted.
'
County extension agents, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS),
local unlVersltles , etc., may be consulted to ascertain impacts and relationshI ps to other monitoring data.
4 . 3 Nonbiotic Factors Affectin~ Plant COl1'l11unities. Nonbiotic factors
that affect t re nd Include f I re, mec anlcal or chemcal factors. Each has a
different kind and intensity of impact on the s pecies affected. All three
fa ctors radlc:all y change the competitive interactions among species by selectlVely favonng some specIes and suppres sing or eliminating others. Consider
these impact s when interpreting trend data from cOlTmunities affe cted by any of
these f ac tors.
5.

5.1 Assemble and Review Pertinent Documents. Prior to conducting an
evaluation assemble and revIew oocuments pertawing to the allotment {or
geograPhic' area} being evaluated. These documents provide information on
objectives {general and specific}, monitoring technIques, hlstoncal use,
management actions, anticipated effects, etc. They wIll als~ be useful f~r
determining coordination requirements. IllustratlOn 12 provIdes a check lIst
of documents that should be reviewed prior to conductIng an evaluatlOn. The
checklist sho uld be supplemented as necessary to meet local needs.
5 . 2 Establ ish Coordination Requirements . A formal evaluation on any
gi ven management area must be desIgned to a Ilow eval uat ion of the effects of
consumpt i ve uses present on the area {I i ves tock graz 1 ng ~ wlld horses, wl1 dlife, etc.} This requires a high level of InterdIscIplInary coordlnatlOn to
ensure that multiple use principles are considered and to allow all Interested
and affected parties to participate i n a meaningful manner. DocumentatlOn of
participants is recomnended. Illustration 13 describes some of the potentIal
participants of an interdisciplinary evaluation and may be used as a check list. Most evaluations will not involve this many participant s.
5.3 Display Monitorin and Other Data. SUl1'l11arize data col lected from
basel i ne lnventone s eco oglca Sl e , monitoring s tudies, s upplemental
s tudies, and other sources. Keep in mind the need to display th e data In an
understandab Ie manner for easy reference by BLM personnel, permi ttees, 1essees,
other rangeland users, and affected interes ts.
5.4 Analyze tne Data. Perform all nece ssary calculations of data and
comp 1ete neeoeo ana Iys 1 s of i nterre 1at ionsh i ps.

EVALUATION.

.
An eval uat ion is t oe examinat i on and judgment concerning the worth, q~al
lty , sIgnIfIcance, amount , degree, or condition of something. The evaluation
of ITlOmtonng data shoulo provide an objec tive assessment of all available
information concernin~ a specific area and its management. The goal is to
determIne whetner satIsfactory pr ogres s is being made toward meeting manage~nt oOJectlVes, and If not, what actions are necessary to correct the
sHuation. Since the kinds of objectives and availabl e monitoring methods
vary from office to office, no standaro set of criteri a or format for the
evaluation proces s is prescribed .
Sections !> .l through 5.9 describe the general sequence of even t s that occ ur
during a formal evaluation. As a preview , these e vents i nc lude :
-
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Assermle and review import ant documen t s {5.1} .
Establish coordination requI rements {5 . 2} .
Display ITlOnitorin~ and other data ( 5 .3 ) .
Analyze the data {5.4} .
Review management actions and other factors {5.S}.
I nterpret the data {5.6} .
Evaluate the oata {S.l}.
Review management objectives {5 .8} .
Evaluate progress in meeting management objecti ves {S.9}.
28

5. 5 Review Management Actions and Other Fac t ors . Review gr azing management actions tnat have been lmplementeo to acl"eve spec IfIc management obJectives. Specifically, what objectives were the ac tions expected to achieve,
and how? What was the time frame? How were the act lOns expected to change
the resources ?
Determine if any changes in the management actions occ urred after initiation
of the mon i tori ng studies or if new act ions were implemented. Document how
these changes affected ut n i zat i on pat terns, 1eve 1s of graz i ng use, season-ofuse, etc. Determine and document how changes In grazlIlg management actIons
may have affected a change i n the resources as detected by the mOl" tonng
stud ie s .
Review and document factors other than the inf lu ences of management that caused
a change in resource production and condition. These may inc lude: c limate,
i nsects, rabbits, and other biological influences .
5.6 Interaret the Data. In some cases, the interpre tation of data may be
straightforwar , WhIle In others it may be complex, involving U,e consideration
of numerous variables. In either case, the ultimate analyses, InterpretatIon,
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Illustration 13
Illustration 12
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EVALUATION INFORMATION CHECKLIST
PLANS

0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0
0

Land Use Plan
Monitoring Plan
AMP

BLM Manuals/Handbooks

D
0
0

ES/EIS

BLM Technical References
Field Notes

CRMP
HMP
HMAP
Watershed

EAs
Range Program Summary (RPS)

Other
SCS/FS Cooperative Plan

INVENTORY DATA/MAPS

MONITORING FILES/DATA

0

0
0
0

Actual Use

0
0
D

Range Site Guides

0

Special Studies

Soils
Vegetation

Estimated Utilization

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Livestock
Wildlife
Wild Horses

OTHER MAPS

Wild Burros
Other Biological Agents

0
0

Historical

0
0

ADP

0

Textbooks (e .g . flora,
range management)

GIS

Weather/Climate
Trend
Photography

Advisory Board/Council Minutes

Other
Operator Case File

o Historical Case Files
o Proiect Files
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COORDINATION/CONSULTATION CHECKLIST

o Previous Office Employee
o Range Conservationist
o Allottee/Permittee/Leasee
o Wildlife Biologist
o Soil Scientist/Watershed Specialist 0 Lien Holders
o Advisory Board/Council Members
o Wilderness Specialist
o Consultants/Attorneys
o Hydrologist
o State Land Office
o Wild Horse Burro Specialist
o Other Federal
o Forester
&

_ SCS
o Geologist/Mining Engineer
_ USFS
o Planning Coordinator
_ FWS
o Environmental Coordinator
o State/Private Universities
o Recreation Specialist
o Fire Management Officer/Ecologist 0 Extension Agents
o State Game Fish
o Archeologist
&

0
0
30
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and subsequent conc 1us ions are often based on profess iona 1 judgment. Consu 1t
the previous sections of this technical reference for ideas and factors to
cons i aer in the i nterpretat i on process .
Account for interrelationshi ps between the factors that may hav e attributed to
success or fallure of grazing management actions in meeting the objectives.
Document concl usi ons with supportive explanations.

S.7 Evaluate the Data. Evaluate monitoring data for consistency,
strong pOl nts , weak points, completeness, and accuracy. If monitOrl ng data are lnadequate, the entire eva 1uat i on process becomes inadequate.
Eva.l u ators must document an inadequacies and recommend ch anges in monitoring
tecnnlques or procedures tnat wi 11 resolve the i nadequaci es.
rel~ablll ty,

. . 5.8 Review Management Objectives . The following guidance on management
oDJectlVes lS lncluaed In thlS reference document to remind the reader of the
importance of meaningful bject i ves in land-use plann ing , monitoring , eval uatlon of monltOrl ng data, and subsequent decision making. Interdisciplinary
lnput lnto the formulation or modification of oDjectives is essential. Approprlate . ,nput by the lessee, permittee , fis h and game agency, and others is of
equal lmportance .
In order for management actions to ~e monitored and progress to be evaluated,
the obJectIVes must address measurable attri butes of vegetation . The
objective to "increase ground cover" does not te ll the manager s pecifically
what lS expected to be accompl ished . Nor does it tell the attribute th at
needs to be monitored. Compare that objective with "to increase basal cove r
of bluebunch wheatgrass from 2 percent to at least 5 percent by 1990 ."
It is also important that management objecti ves be stated in terms that are
reasonabl.\' attainable relative to the target itself and the time period over
WhlCh lt lS to be attalned. For instance, the objective "to increase basal
cover of bluebunch wheatgrass from 16 percent to 30 percent by 1995 (in 10
years) ," is not attainable because the site may not be capable of supporting a
30 percent basal cover of wheatgrass and unreal ist ic because of the amount of
change expected in a relatively short time period. This ob j ecti ve should be
restated in more practicable terms, such as "to increase basal cover of bluebunch wheat grass from 16 percent to 20 percent by 1995 (i n 10 years)."
In some cases, detection of a trend toward the desired value may be sufficient
to justify continuation of the management practice being eval uated, es pecially
on poor condi t ion ranges where vegetat ion object i ves wi 11 be at ta i nab 1e on ly
ln the long-term. In these cases, i ntermediate objectives may be usefu l in
evaluating the progress.
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monitoring plans . In cases where several consumptive uses .are present in an
area the ev aluation pr ocess mu s t address them all, and Crlterla for adJustlng
or ~difying the uses must be coordinated accordingly.
Regardless of the long-term goals and objectives fo~ the management area,
evaluation of graz ing effects over the snort term (5-yea~ ) lS usually based on
utilization data and their correlatlOn wlth known or estlmated grazlng use
levels. Some aspects of t r end may be discernible over thlS short tlme span
under idea l conditions. Trend data generally do not lend themselves to the .
quant i fi cat ion neces sary to adjust stock i ng 1eve Is or other asp~cts of graz 1 ng
use in the s hort term. Therefore, evaluate activity . plan~ deallng wltn .
consumpt i ve uses of vegetat ion on whether they contal n obJect lVes address 1 ng
t arget utll ization levels for key forage and browse specles .

5.91 Management Objectives Met. If a management objective has been
met, a decision s hould be made as to whether present management may contlnue
or new management should De implemented. It may be necessary to deflne a new
object ive.
Make recommendations on whether or not monitoring studies should be conti nued . When the evaluation shows that management obJectlves are being met
and no immediate adjustments in grazi ng management ap pear necessary, lt may be
desirable to lengthen the interva l between studles .

5.n Adequate Progress Toward Object ives. If progress toward an
objective is adequate, a declSlon may De maoe t o contlnue present management.
I f so, a new objective aoes not need to De deflned.
5 93 Inadei;uate Progress Taward Objectives. If a management objective has n~t been me ana progress toward aChlevlng it is not satisfactory, a
cha nge in management may be needed . Document the reasons why the des 1 red
change or direct i on toward the objecti ve have not occur rea . Recommend chan~es
in management that are needed to meet the objectives. In some lnstances, blOlogical or climatic situations may have contrlbuted to the lack of progress.
In other cases, additional studies and/or time may be needed to collect an
adequate amount of data on the effecti veness of management. Conc luSlOns on
these situations should be well documented.
Through the eva 1uat ion
need redefining,
attainable.

An important step in any eval uation i~. to develop a complete and consistent
sUl!1llary of all the management object i ves app 1i cab Ie to the management area
belng evaluated. Extract objectives from activity plans, land use plans, or
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6.

SUMMARIZE FINDINGS AND WlKE RECOMMENDATIONS.

o Complete and thorough documentation of the findings of a form ' l analysis,
Interpreta~lon, and ~va1uation proc~ss is critical, especially since monitoring
data WIll oe the basIs for most manoagement actions. Thorough documentation
WIll also provlae future range managers a historical account and rationale for
many management actions that may be questionp.d in the future.

OUTLlNE--EVALUATION SUMWlRY
1.

I!.

The formal evaluation must include concise management reconvnendations (if any)
as owe 11 as recommendatIOns on changing monitoring techniques, management
obJectwes, key areas, or key specIes. The authorized officer is ultimately
responsIble for im~lemen ting any reconvnendations and, tnerefore, he/she
requIres thorough aocumentation for making sound decisions. Illustration 14
IS an example of an outline that might be used for documenting an evaluation.
Each Field Office should establish a basic outline for guiding an evaluation.
AppenaIX 5 Illustrates a completed eva:TUatian following the out1 ine shown in
Illustration 14 .

II 1.

IV.

Name and Number of Allotment - user's name(s) .
Livestock Use
A.

Total preference, allowable use, suspended preference, voluntary
nonuse by user.

B.

Season(s) of use - list dates.

C.

Kind and class of 1 ivestock use .

D.

Percent public land and any appropriate statements on use of private
or state lands in allotment.

E.

Other _ (changes in 1 ivestock use during period of evaluation) etc.

Allotment Profi 1 e (if needed by the area manager).
A.

Briefly describe the allotment.

B.

Acreage (Federal, State, Private).

C.

Objectives (1 ist numerically).

D.

Key species (list by species).

E.

Grazing system _ describe number of pastures, type system, etc.)
1.

When implemented .

2.

Has it been followed - if not describe deviations, when they
occurred and why.

Management Evaluation
A.

Gi ve the purpose of the eva 1uat ion (determi ne stock i ng ra t e,
e valuate operation of system, both, or 1).

B.

SUlll11ary of Studies Data (use Illustration 1, TR4400-7) Ind other
sllpp1ementary tables and charts as necessary).
1.

Actual use _ indicate if use was made by pairs, or yearlings
etc . to indicate significant di f f e rences in forage consumption.
List use by AUMs by season ana total for each year.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
2.

3.

V.

VI.

VII.

Precipitation - indicate what and how many data sources are
quoteo. Show crop year, and if desired, growing season (April
through October) precipitation for each year. It is important
to also i nclude the long term mean precipitation for the same
perl ods to be aD Ie to assess tne "norma" t t of the year or
penoo. A sImple table IS preferred to a narratIVe.
Utilization - indicate the number of locations sampled, the
total number of s amples taken, and whether samples were taken at
the same time and location in each pasture. Was utilization
mapped? Are there areas of overuse or 1i tt Ie use? If so, what
are the sizes of these areas? What was the stage of plant
growth when sampl ing was done? Is regrowth a consideration?
Mention any data you have on other important forage plants which
contribute to production but weren't sampled (i.e., percent
compo etc.). Indicate any significant presence and effect of
other biological agents--insects, rodents, smut, rust, etc. It
is important to indicate if utili zati on reflects total growing
season use or not and to what extent big game use is a factor in
total uti 1 ization figures.

Conc 1us ions - Lis t the number of each object i ve cited in I I I. C. and
dl scuss each as appropri ate . Are object i ves reasonable and measurable?
Are oiljectives met or being met? Summarize your conclusions based on
your analysis of the studies data. Identify pro posals for resolving
problems identified. Include needed changes in key species, stocking
rate, objectives, grazing system, studies, etc. Your conclusions and
proposed recommendations should be discussed with the area manager for
his input pr ior to consultation with the user and others. (Write out
your proposed recommendation(s) including rat ionale for each and attach
to this summary for the area manager's review and use during your
discussion) •

-Aactua 1 use: a report of ac tu a IIi ves tock grazi ng use cert if ied to be accurate
by the permittee or lessee. (See 43 CFR 4100.0-5 . ) Actu~l use may be
expressed in terms of animal unit months or animal month :
allotment: an area of land designated and managed for grazing of livestock.
(See 43 CFR 4100.0-5.) Such an area may include intermingled private, State,
or Federal lands used for grazing in conjunction with the public lands.
allotment management plan (AMP): a documented program which applies to
lIvestock grazlOg on publIC lands, prepared in consultation, cooperation, and
coordination with the permittee{s), lessee(s) , or other involved affecteo
interests.
ana lys is: (1) a detail ed examinat i on of anything complex in order to understano ItS nature or determine its essential features; or (2) a separating or
breaking up of any whole into its component parts for the purpose of examining
their nature, function, relationship, etc. (A rangeland analysis includes an
examination of both biotic (plants, animals, etc.) and abiotic (soils,
topography, etc.) attributes of the rangeland.
animal month: a month's tenure upon the rangeland by one animal.
IS not synonymous with animal unit month.

Animal month

animal unit month (AUM): the amount of forage necessary for the sustenance of
one cow or ItS eqUIValent for a period of one month. (See 43 CFR 4100.0-5 .)
available forage: that portion of the forage production that is accessibl e
for use by a specified kind or class of grazing animal.
-8-

Co nsu ltation - Describe consultation with the use, DOW and others to
discuss the studies data and conclusions. Indicate tne results of this
consultation including any recommendations made by others.

bare ground: all land surface not covered by vegetat ion, rock fragment,
bedrock, or 1 it ter •

Recommendation - Give your final recommendation as to the alternat i ve
wh I ch shou Id be adopted.

basal are a: the cross sectional area of the s tems or s tems of a plant or of
all plants in a stand. Herbaceous and small woody plants are measured at or
near ground 1eve 1; 1arge woody plants are measured at breas t or other
deSignated height. Basal area is synonomous with basal cover.
nasa 1 cover:

(see basal area.)

boulder: descriptive term appl ied to rock fragment ground cover where the
longest dimens ion measures over 24 inches.
browse: (1) the part of shrubs, half shrubs, woody vines, and trees available
for animal consumption; or (2) to search for or consume br.owse.
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browse plant or browse species: a shrub, half shrub, woody vine, or tree
capaDle Of producing shoot, twig, and leaf growth suitable for animal
consumpt ion.
-C-

canopy cover: the percentage of ground covered by a downward vertical .
proJect1on of the outermost perimeter of the natural spread of plant follage.
Small openings within the canopy are included. Total canopy cover of all
species may exceed 100 percent. Canopy cover is synonomous with crown cover.
class ifi cat ion: the ass i gnment of items or concepts into classes or groups
based on SImIlarity of selected attributes.
class of 1i ves tock:
climate:

the age and/or sex groups of a kind of 1 ivestock.

the average weather conditions of a place over a period of years.

cobble: descript ive term applied to rock fragment ground cover where the
longest dimension measures between 3 and 10 inches.

RANGELAND MONITORING - ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION , AND EVALUATION
ecological status: the present state of vegetation of arange site in relation
to the potential natural community for the si te . EcologIcal status IS use
independent. It is an expression of the relatIve degree to whIch the kInds,
proportions, and amounts of plants In a plant . communlty resemble that of the
0tential natural community. The four ecologIcal status classes correspond to
- 25, 26-50, 51-75, or 76-100 perce nt similarity to the potentIal natural
community and are called earl~ seral, mid seral, late seral, and potentIal
natura 1 communi ty, respectl ve y.

8

ecosystem: a complete, interacting system of organisms (i.e., community)
cons lOered together wi th thei r phys i ca 1 env ironment.
estimated use: the use made of forage on an area by wildlife, wild horses,
wlla burros, and/or livestock where actual use aata are not avaIlable.
Est imated use may be expressed in terms of animal unl t months or animal month s.
eva 1uat ion: (1) an exami nat ion and judgment concerni ng the worth, qual i ty, .
sIgnIficance, amount, degree, of condition or something; ~r (2) the systematIc
process for determining the effectiveness of on - the~grouna management actIOns
and assess i ng progress toward meet I ng management obJect I ves .

community: an assemblage of popUlations of plants and/or animals in a common
spaba I arrangement.

-F-

CmoSition : the proportions (percentages) of various plant species in
re at Ion to the total on a gi ven area. I t may De expressed I n terms of cov er,
density, production, etc.

foliar cover: the percentage of ground covered by a downward vertical
proJection of the aerial portion of piant foliage. Small openings in the
canopy are excluded. Fo liar cover is always 1ess than canopy cover. Tot a 1
foliar cover of all species may exceed 100 percent.

conf i dence i nterval: a range of values computed from sample data. It is
constructed such t hat one can state, wi th a predetermi ned degree of confi dence ,
that the est i matea par ameter will be included in the range.

fora e :

cover :

( see basal cover, canopy cover, foliar cover, and ground cover.)
-0-

density : the number of i ndividuals or stems per unit area.
necessari ly equat e to any kind of cover measurement.)

(Density does not

-E-

ecological site: a ki nd of rangel and with a specific potential natural
cClRNJnlty and specific physical site characteristics , differing from other
kinds of range 1and i n i t s abi 1i ty to produce vegetat ion and to re spond to
lIanagement. Ecologica l si te i s synonomaus with range site .
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anlm~ls

(1) browse and herbage which is available and may provide f ood for
or be harvested for feeding, or (2 ) to search for or consume f or age .

forage production: the weight of forage that is produced wi thin a de sig ~ ated
perl od of time on a gi ven area. Product ion may be expressed as green, a I r -dry,
or oven-dry wei ght. The term may a 1so be modI fled as to tIme of product Ion
such as anllual, current year, or seasonal forage production.
forb: ( 1 j any herbaceous plant other -than those in the Gr ami neae . (Poaceae)
TtrUe grasses), Cyperaceae (sedges), and Junc aceae (r ush es ) fa~ lll es - - l. e .,
any nongrass-like plant having little or no woody ma t erial 011 It , or (2 ) a
broadleaved flowering plant whose s tem, above gr ound , does not uecome woody
and pers i stent.
frequency : a quant i tat I ve express I on of the pres ence or absence of
inalvldual s of a species in a populatIOn. It IS def ined as the percentage of
occurence of a s pecies in a series of sampl es of un ifor m s i ze .
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-G~:

the
program is
not have a
f r om whi ch
gr ass :

desired state or condition that
designed to achieve. A goal is
s pecif ic date by which i t is to
objectives are developed, (See

a resource management policy or
usually not quantifiable and may
be comp le ted . Goals are the base
objective.)

any plant of the family Gramineae (Poaceae) .

grass 1i ke plant: a plant of the Cyperaceae or Juncaceae f amil i es that
vegetatlvely reserrbles a true grass of the Gramineae family .
grave 1: descri pt i ve term applied to rock fragment ground cover where the
longest dimens ion measures between 2 mi 11 imeters (approximately 1/16 inch) and
3 lnch~s.
graZinv management : the manipulation of grazing and browsing animals to
accomp 1 sn a des 1 red resu It.
ground cover: the percentage of material, other than bare ground, covering
the land surface. It may i nclude l ive and standing dead vegetation , litter,
grave 1, cobble, stones, bou 1ders, and bedrock. Ground cover plus bare ground
would total 100 percent.

-H-

-K key are a: a relatively small portion of a rangeland selected because of i ts
location, use, or grazing value as an area on which to monitor the effects of
grazing use. It is assumed that key areas, if properly se l ected, will reflect
the effects of current grazing management over all or a part of a pasture ,
allotment, or other grazing unit.
ke y management area: an area of land that inf luences or 1 irnits the management
opportunitles of the land surrounding it. Key management area may be
synonymo us wi th key area .
key specie s: (1) those species which must, because of their importance, be
conslaered in a management program; or (2) forage species whose use serves as
an indicator of the degree of use of associated species.
kind of li vestock:
burros, and goats.

s pecies of domestic livestock--cattle, s heep, horses,
-L-

litter: the upperrnost layer of organic aebris on the soil s urface , essentially
tfieTr'esh ly fa 11 en or slight ly decompose a vegetal materi a 1.
-M-

half shrub :
year.

a plant with a woody base whose annually produce d stems die each

hedg i ng: (1 i the appearance of browse plants that have been browsed so as to
appear artific ially clipped, or (2) cons istent browsing of termina ·1 buds of
browse species caus ing excessive lateral branching and a reduction in upward
and outward growth .

~er~ale:
or s •

tne above-gro und materi al of any herbaceous plant (grasses and

monitoring: the orderly collection , analysis, and interpretation of res ource
data to evaluate progress toward meet i ng management object i ves.

-Nnon~er s i stent

1i tter : undecomposed organ i c debri s on or near the soi 1 surface
Wlt expectea decomposition rates of two years or less. Composed primarily of
herbaceous materi a 1.

-0-

-1-

i nterpretat ion: exp la i ni ng or tell i ng the meanlOg of sorne thi ng and presen t i ng
H 1 n unaers tandab 1e terms .
inventory: the systematic acquis i tion and analYSis of i nfo rmation needed to
descn be, characteri ze, or quant if y r esources for 1and-use p 1anni ng and
management of the public lands.

objective: planned resulted to be achieved within a s tated time per iod .
ubJeCtlves are s ubordin ate to goals, are narrower ana shorter in range, and
have increased possibility of attainment. Time per iods for completion and
out puts or achievements that are rneasurable and quantifiabl e are s pec ified.
(See goal. i
overstory: the upper canopy or canopies of plant s.
tall shrubs, or vines.

Usually refers to trees,

-Ppa~turr .

na ura

gr~zing

area enclosed and separated from other areas by fence or

Darner.
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persistent litter: undecomposed organic de br is on or near the soil surface
wah expecteQ oecompos it i on rates exceedi ng two years. Composed of woody
material and large mammal droppings.
pheno logy: re lat ionshi p between climate and plant growth stages such as begi n
growth, peak of flowering, seed ripe, dormant, etc .
plant association: a kind of potential natural community consisting of stands
wlth essenbally the same dominant species in corresponding layers.

rangeland: a kind of land which supports vegetation useful for grazing or
brows 1 ng on wili ch rout i ne management of that vegetat ion is through mani pu I at ion
of grazing rather cultural practices. (Rangelands include natural grasslands,
savannas, shrublands, most deserts, tund ra , alpine communities, coastal
marshes, ripari an zones, and wet meadows . Range I and inc I udes lands revegetated
naturally or artificially to provide a plant cover which is managed like
nat i ve vegetat ion. )
range site:

plant community:

potential natural communit¥ (PNC): the biotic community which would become
estab il shed 1 f a II success lOna I sequences were completed wi thout interference
by man under tile present envi ronmenta I condi t ions. Natura I di s turbances are
inherent in development. Includes nat uralized non-native species.
production:

(See ecological site.)

(See community . )
resource va I ue rat ing (RVR) : tile va I ue of vegetat i on present on a range S 1 tc
for a parbcular use or benefit. Resou rce value ratlngs may be established
for each p I ant communi ty capab I e of be i ng produced on an eco logi ca lsi te,
including exotic or cultivated species.
rock fragment: an individual fragment of so"lid mineral material which occurs
naturally on the eartil's crust and ranges in size from gravel to boulder.

(See forage producti on.)

productivity: the rate of production per unit area usually ex pres sea in terms
of wel ght or energy.
prof ess i ona I judgement: judgement tempered by knowl edge gai ned through
educat lOn and experlence.

-Sseral community: one of a series of biotic communities tnat follow one another
In tlme on any gwen area.
Seral community is synonymou s with successional
community and may be synonymous with seral stage and succes sional stage.

proper use: (I) a degree of utilization of current year's growth which, if
contlnued, will achieve the management objectives and will maintain or improve
the long term productivity of tile site; or (2) the percentage a plant is
ut il i zed when the range I and as a who lei s proper Iy ut iIi zed. Proper use
varies with time and systems of grazing. Proper use is synonymous with proper
utilization.

seral stage:

proper ut iIi zat ion:

shrubland: land on which the vegetation is dominated by shrubs. Lands not
current Iy shruo I and but were or cou I d become shrub I and through natura I
succession may be classified as potential natural shrubland.

(See proper use.)

pub Ii c lands: any I and and interest in I and outs ide of AI aska owned by the
umted States and admin i stered oy the Secretary of the Interior through the
Bureau of Land Management. (See 43 CFR 4100.0- 5)

-Rra(jge: embraces rangelands and also many forest lands wnich support an
un erstory or periodi c cover of herbaceous or woody vegetation amenable to
certain range management principles or practices.

(See seral community.)

silrub: a plant wnich has persistent, woooy stems and a relatively low growth
habit, and wilich generally produces several basal shoots instead of a singl e
bole. It differs from a tree by its low stature--I ess than 5 meters (16
feet) - -and non arborescent form.

standing crop: the total amount of living above-ground plant material per
unJt area at a specified point in time.
statistics: refers to the analysis and interpretation of data with a view
toward oOJective evaluation of the reliability of til e conclusions based on the
data.
stockin~

range condition: tile present state of vegetation of an ecological site in
relabon to the potential natural community for that site. It may also be
stated in terms of specific values. (See ecological status and resource value
rating.)

rate: the number of specified kinds and classes of animals grazing
(or ub lzlng) a unit of land for a specific period of time . May be expressed
as animals per acre, hectare, or section, or the reciprocal (area of land per
animal). Where dual use is practiced (e.g., cattle and deer) stocking rate is
often expressed as animals units per un it of land or the reciprocal.
stone: a descriptive term appl ied to rock fragment ground cover where the
longest dimension measures between 10 and 24 inches .
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stratification: suod ividing an area into units which are, more or less,
lnternally homogeneous with re s pect to the (those) characteristic'(s) of
interest.
Succession: the orderly process of convnunity change; it is the sequence of
COITITIUnlt1es which replace one another in a given area.
successional conllJunity:
successional stage:

(See seral cOlTlTlunity.)

(See sera I cOlTlTlunity.)
-T -

tree: a woody pe rennial, usually single--stemmed plant that has a oefinite
crown shape and reaches a mature height of at least 5 meters (16 feet) . Some
p I ants, such as oak s (Quercus spp.), may grow as ei ther trees or shruos.
trend: the direction of change in range condition (ecological status or
resource value ratings) observed over time.
-U~:

(See utilization.)

ut il ization: the proport ion or degree of current year's forage product ion that
1S consumed or destroyed by animals (including insects). May refer either to
a single plant species, a group of species, or to the vegetation as a whole.
Utilization is synonymous with use.
-Vve~etation:
plants in general, or the sum total of the plant life above and
be ow ground in an area.

vegetation t£pe: a kind of existing plant cOllll1unity with distinguishable
character1sbcs described in , terms of the present vegetat ion that dominates
the aspect or phsiognomy of the area.
vigor: relates to the relative robustness of a plant in comparison to other
1no1viduals of the same species.

-wweather: the state of the atmosphere at a definate time and place with
respect to temperature, hum1d1ty, wind, etc.
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CALCULATING A WEIGHTED AVERAGE
A welght ed aver age is a mathematical technique of calculating an averag e
f or a set of oata that contains two rel at ed variables. In the r esource
management context the weighted average is most useful in averaging spatia l
data (e.g., acres , production) and their r el ationship to quant i tat i ve data
(e.g., util i zat i on, range condition scores, etc.). The formu l a for
cal c ulating a weighted average (based on a spatial unit) is :
(Spati al Un i t A x Quantitative Unit A)+(Spatial Un i t B x Quantitative Unit B) •••
Total of Spatial Units
EXAMPLES Of USING A WEIGHTED AVERAGE:
We i ghted Average Range Condition
The we ighted average f or mula may be used to calculate the "average range
cond i t i on" for an area. Weighted aver age range condition may be usef ul in t he
c ategori z at ion of allotments during the selective management process or may be
usefu l i n i nterpreting a change i~ range condition.
Examp l e: A pasture has 1,000 acres in poor cond i ti on ( condi ti on score of 20),
2,000 acres in fa ir cond i tion (condit i on score of 39) , and 3,000 acres in good
cond iti on (cond iti on s cor e of 70) . To calcu l ate t he weigh t ed aver age range
condi t ion, multiply the range cond i tion spat i al unit s (acres) t i mes t he
cond iti on score (e .g. , 29) of the spat ial un i t ; sum the r esul t; then div i de by
t he t otal number of spat i al units (acres) i n the pasture :
Poor
Fa ir
Good
( 1000 ac x 20) + (2000 ac x 39 ) + (3000 ac x 70)

51.3

6000ac
The pasture weighted average r ange conditi on is t herefore low good (51.3).
Weighted Average Util iz at ion (V ariable Production Levels)
Where uti I ization patterns have been map ped and produ ction data are available ,
we i ghted averages are useful for estimating a we i ghted average util i zat i on
level. This is especially true if production l evels vary considerably (e .g ••
meadow/upland vegetation) .
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Examp 1e: A pasture has two zones (SWAs or range sites) of product ion, A and
B. Zone A produces 500 AUMs on 2000 acres with a utilization level of 70
percent. Zone B produces , 1000 AUMs on 10000 acres with a utilization level of
3Spercent • . ~sln~ the welghtea average formula, AUMs is used as the spatial
unlt and utll1zatlOn lS the quantitative unit:
Zone A
Zone B
(500 AUMs x 70%) + (1000 AUMs x 35%)

46.6%

Using proportion and utilization data as in the previous example:
Zone A
Zone 8
Zone C
( .25 x 70%) + (.375 x 50%) + (.375 x 30%) ·47.5:\

Comparison of Techniques

1500 AUMs
The weighted average ut iIi zat ion for the pasture (based on proouct i on) is
46.6 percent, ,;,nlch lnfers that the pasture is probably properly stocked.
However, the dlfferences in util ization levels indicate t he presence of
oistribution problems.
Weignted Average Util ization (Uniform Production Levels)
Where produ~t i on . 'levels are fairly uniform (or if production levels
un ~n~wn ) , and utl l lZatlon patterns have been mapped, the weighted average
ut l l ~ zat ~ on may be calculated on the basls of acreages found in eacn
Exa~ 1e :

A pasture has three zones of ut iIi zat ion. Zone A is 2000 acres with
70 percent use, Zone B is 3000 acres with 50 percent use, and Zone C is 3000
acres wi th 30 percent use.
=

It is highly reconmended that weighted average analysis of spatial data
be conducted in as many ways as possible, especially when a~alyzlng
uti lization data. Using production or acreages as the spatlal Unlt may
produce different answers.
Example: A pasture has been stratified into three ,zones of pr oduction : A, B,
C. Utili zat ion patterns correspond to the product lOn zones. Zone A produces
500 AUMs on 1000 acres with a utili zation level of 70 percent, Zone B pr oduces
500 AUMs on 4000 acres wi th a ut iIi zat ion 1eve 1 of 40 percent , and Zone C
produces 500 AUMs on 10,000 acres with a utilization level of 10 percent.

are

ut ll1 zatlon zone.

Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
(2000 ac x 70%) + (3000 ac x 50%) + (3000 ac x 30%)

Example:

47.5%

8000 acres
Therefor: the wei ghted average utilization is 47.5 percent, inferring that the
pasture lS proper l y stocked . As i n the previous example, d i stribution i s a
more serious problem t han i s the stocki ng rate.
Proport ions
Proportion (expressed as a deci ma l) may be s ubstitu ted for pr oau c t i on or
data, as the , spa tia l un i t . The wei ghted average for mula changes
sl1ghtly bec ause it lS not necess ary to div i de by a t otal of the s pat i al units.

Production as the s patial unit:
Zone A
Zone 8
Zone C
(500 AUMs x 70%) + (500 AUMs x 40%) + (500 AUMs x 10%)
1500 AUMs
Acreage as t he spat i a 1 uni t:
Zone A
Zone B
Zone C
(1000 ac x 70%) + (4000 ac x 40%) + (10,000 ac x 10%)

22% weighted average
uti I ization

15,000 ac
The weighted average utilization figures are obviously differen t. One for mula
indicates almost twice as much utilization as the other. Ana lysls of wel ghte d
average data must be performed on a case by case oasi s . In this exampl e,
product i on data and acreage f igures indicate that proou c tl on lS vanab le; ,
therefore, using acreage as the spatlal unlt lS not th e preferr ed altern atlVe .

ac~eage

(Proportl on Spatlal Unit A x Quanti tat i ve Un it A) + (P r opor t Ion Spat i al Unit B x
Quantltatlve Unlt 8) + • • • • welghtea average
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40% wei ghted av erage
utilization
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CALCULATING DESIRED/POTENTIAL STOCKING LEVELS
The analysis, interpretation, and evaluation process must involve an
assessment of proper stocking leve ls . The range manager must be abl e to
calculate a desired level of stocking for a management unit assumi ng that
management will not change. 'The range manager must also be able to calculate
a potential stocking level for a management unit by estimating the effec ts of
a change In management.
Desired Stocking Level
The calculation of a desired stocking level depends on the assumption
that management, specifically utilization patterns, will not change following
a change in the stocking level. The calculation of a desired stocking level
also aepends on the identificat i on of a key management area . A key management
area 1 s an area of 1and that i nf1 uences or 1imi ts the use of the land
surrounoing it. Examples of key management areas could be riparian, wetland,
or meaaow areas surrounded by uplands. Maintaining proper use on the meadow
could cause 10wutilizatio~,on the uplands. A key management area is the key
area tnat overndes the lnalcators of the other key areas within the
management unit. l1anagement actions are based on the key management area. In
tne meadow/upland e~amp1e, the meadow and upland may each have a key area, ye t
at any gwen pOInt In time there is only one key management area (KMA).

KMA UTILIZATION

Potential Stocking Level
A Potentia l Stocking Level is the level of use that could be achieved on a
management unit, at the desired util ization figure, assuiii'i'iiQuti 1ization
patterns could be completely uniform. Potential stocking levels are most
us efu 1 when assess i ng the benefi ts of improved di s tri but ion and changes in
numbers of livestock. Calculations of potential stocking levels are dependent
on pasture average or pasture wei ghted average ut i 1i zat i on fi gures.
Utilization data from one specific location cannot be used unless the
utiliza ti on figure represents the entire pasture.
The following formula is used for calculating a potential stocking level:
ACTUAL USE

POTENTIAL ACTUAL USE

AVERAGE/WEIGHTED AVERAGE UTILIZATION

DESIRED AVERAGE UTILIZATION

DESIRED ACTUAL USE

ACTUAL USE is the actual use for the management unit (pasture),
AVERAGE/WEIGHTED AVERAGE UTILIZATION is the average or weighted average
utilization for the pasture, DESIRED AVERAGE UTILIZATION is the degt'ee of
utilization desired for the pasture assumi ng uniform utilization, and
POTENTIAL ACTUAL USE is the level of use required to achieve the des i rea
average uti 'l ization uniformly over the pa sture.

DESIRED KMA UTILIZATION

Example:

Tne following formula is used for calculating a desired stocking level :
ACTUAL USE

For further information and comparisons of the stocking level formulas,
pl ease read the discussion on Stocking Level/Stratification Examples (below).

ACTUAL USE is the actual use for the management unit (pasture), KMA
UTILIZATION is the utilization for the KMA only (pasture averages or pasture
we ~ghted averages are not allowed), DESIRED KMA UTILIZATION is the percent
utl11Zatlon aeslred for the KMA, and DESIRED ACTUAL USE is the amount of use
desired in the pasture to produce the desired KMA utilization.

1000 AUMs

(x) POT,ENTIAL ACTUAL USE

70% (Weighted Average)

(60% DESIRED AVERAGE UTILIZATION
or

60%

Example :
1000 AUMs
70%

(x) DESIRED ACTUAL USE
50% DESIRED KMA UTILIZATION

50% x 1000 AUMs

= 714 AUMs DESIRED ACTUAL USE

70%

54

x

1000 AUMs

=

857 AUMs POTENTIAL ACTUAL USE

70%
For further information and comparisons of the stock ing level formulas,
please read the following sect ion.
Stocking Level/Stratification Examples
A management unit can be stratified in a number of ways; however, for
determining stockin9 levels, two data elements (utilization patterns and
production mapping) are the most important. These data elements can be
combined to produce four unique examples (Figure 2-1) of stratification: (A)
proouct i on uniform/utilization uniform, (8) production uniform/utilization not
uniform, (C) proauction not uniform/utilization uniform, and (0) production
not uniform/util ization not uniform. Each management unit in Figure 2-1
55
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produces approximately 1000 AUMs; actual use is 1000 AUMs and each unit is
10,000 acres in size. The sh aoed area in examples C and 0 (Figure 2-1) is a
meadow area producing one half the total production .

Figure 2-1
A. PRODUCTION-UNIFORM; UTIU'ZATlOl'l - UIClJI'ORM

Example A (Figure 2-1) illustrates a management unit where product ion and
utilization are uniform; however, utilization has been estimated to be 70
percent. The key management area has been determined to be the transect in
the center of the management un it. The des ired stock i ng 1eve I, us i ng the KMA
utilization figure, is 714 AUMs. The potential stocking level, using average
utilization, is also 714 AUMs. The pasture average utilization is the same as
the KMA utilization because utilization is uniform and the KMA is a key area
representing the whole pasture.
Example B (Figure 2-1) illustrates a more typical example of a management
unit where production is uniform but utilization is not. Zone 3 in this case
is the KMA, and management of this zone affects the other zones. Using the
KMA utilization level of 70 percent, the desired stocking level is 714 AUMs.
If the allottee could change management style and achieve uniform distribution
(utilization) , the potent ial stocking level would be 952 AUMs. The allottee
has a choice--stock at 714 AUMs and continue the same management or change
management and potent i ally stock at 952 AUMs (33 percent hi gher than the 714
AUM figure).

7,"" USE

1000 AUlAS _

10000 AC.

(x)

OR SOT. x 1000 AWAS -

POUNTlAL srocnNC LEVEL:
~ _ ~OR~~_- 714AUIAS

SOT.

70';'

70';

• AVERAGE UnUZATION

B. PRODUCTlON-UrmroRM; UTlUZATlON-NOT UrmroRM
ZONE I

ZONE 2

D.ISlIID sroCIIJIfC

urvn (DA):

~ _ ~ OR 50T.xl00 ~'"

7~:~y

250

7

/ DU

POUNTlAL srocnNC

urvn

~ _ ~ OR ~AU IA S .-

52.S?.

714AUMS

70T.

SOT.

70 T.

95 2AUMS

52 .5T-

SOY.

• WEIGHTED AVERAGE (ACREAGE)

C. PRODUCTION-NOT UNIJI'ORM; UTlUZATlON-Ul!IPOIUI

D.rsIJ/D sroCIIJIfC LI'V& (DA):
4000 Ae.

1000~ - ~_ OR ~x_. !~~:~~ - 7IH"IAS
70T.

SOT.

70';

POTltN'llU. STOCIIJIfC LI'l'n
70T. USE

~~

- iX
!_ OR _~~U~S_ -

'"" USE

:MlO AIJIIS

2000 AC.

714AUIAS

70T.

50?

• WEICHTED AVERAGE (PRODUCTION)

D. PRODUCTION-NOT UNIPORM; UTlUZATlON -NOT UNIPORM
ZONE I
250 AUIIS

D.rsnurD STOCIIJIfC U'1'n (DA):
4000 AC .

1000 AUMS _
70~

ZONE 2
50'; USE

' 250 AUlAS

(x)

7,"" USE •

OR 50? x 1000 AUMS .. 7 t 4 AUMS

70T.

50~

POTENTUL STOCJ{]HC LI'l'EL
4000 AC.

1000 AUMS -

(X)

SOT.

56

714 AUlAS

70T.

50';

70';

Examp 1e C (Figure 2- 1) ill ustrates a management uni t where product i on is
not uniform but where utilization is uniform. Zone 3, the meadow area, is the
KMA. Calculating the desired stocking level indicates a desired stocking
level of 714 AUMs. The potential stocking level, using a weighted average
( production ) utilization, also calculates to 714 AUMs. Ouring the analysis of
tnese particular data, the range manager must also consider what would
realisticall y happen if tne stocking level was reduced on the pasture. It is
highly possible that li vestock would continue to overgraze the meaaow but
undergraze the uplands . Further reductions in the stocking level might be
necessary unless lives tock distribution is improved.
Example 0 illustrates the most typical management unit, albeit much too
simplistically. Again, the desired stocking level calculates to 714 AUMs,
based on the KMA (the meadow) uti iization level of 70 percent . The potential
stocking level, assuming uniform utilization (pasture wide), calculates to 909
AUMs. The benefits (195 AUMs) to the allottee of improving distribution are
easily calculated by comput ing the difference between the desired stocking
level and the potential stocking level.

urvn (DA):

D.ISlIID srocnNC

1000 AUIIS

OR

sox

x 1000 AUWS .. 909 AUMS
SST.

• WEIGHTED AVERAGE (PROOUCTION)
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DETERMINING STOCKING LEVELS WITH ACTUAL USE, UTILIZATION,
AND CLIMATIC YIELD INDEX--AN EXAMPLE

The ut il i zat ion zones and water are di stri buted as illustrated.

The fo 11 owi ng data were co 11 ected on the Spri ng Creek Pasture. The key forage
species occur throughout most of the pasture. The maximum level of use on the
key species is 60 percent. Utilization data were used to map utilization
zones (see Append i x 2, page 2).
Percent Utilization
Zone
A
B

C
D

D

Pro~ort ion

.10
.20
.30
.40

1978
25
40
65
75

( 2.5)
( 8.0)
(19.5)
(30.0)

Prorated Pasture-Wide
Util ization (%)

(60.0)

Yield Index.

.9

1979
20
30
55
70

( 2.0)
( 6.0)
(16.5)
(28.0)

4000 acres

1980
25
30
60
70

( 2.5)
( 6.0)
(18.0)
(28.0)

(52.5)

(55.0)

1.2

1.3

Pasture-Wide Util ization (%)
Adjusted to "Normal"
Production Year
(Utilization x Yield Index)

(54.0)

(63.0)

(71.0)

Actual Use Data (AUMs)

2 ~5

300

360

The mapping reveals an undesirably high level of use in zones C and D nearest
the water source and too 1i tt 1e use in zones A and B. A second water source
is developed to promote better 1i vestock di s tri but ion. Moni tori ng contInues
for the next two years and only three utilization zones are observed.

B

3000 acres
A
3000 acres
C

*The YIeld Index IS an estImate of productIon relatIVe to productIOn that
Occurs in a "normal" year. It is derived from establishing the relationship
(regress ion equat ion) between herbage yie 1d i ndi ces and thei r correspond i ng
crop-year precipitation indices. The- yield and precipitation indices are
expressed in percentages of median amounts (Sneva and Hyder 1962a and b).
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Utilization data indicate the following:
RANGE PRODUCTION INDEX FOR UTAH 1

Percent Util ization

A Utah State University research team has relatea the Palmer Drought Index,
developed by the National Weather Service, to vegetation production on Utah's
rangelands.

Proportion

1981

1982

.30
.30
.40

60% (18.0)
50% (15.0)
55% (22.0)

65% (19.5l
55% (16.5
60% (24.0)

(55.0)

(60.0)

A
B
C

Prorated Pasture-Wide Uti 1 izat ion (%)
Yield Index

1.1

.9

Pasture-Wide Util ization (%)
Adjusted to "Normal"
Production Year

(61.0)

(54.0)

Actua 1 Use Data (AUHs)

312

300

The actual use data and adjusted utilization values can be used to determine
the actual use needed to provide the potential level of use in the pasture
in a normal production year (see Appendix 1).
Actual Use
Average Utilization

The Palmer Dro~ght Index is the result of combining average monthly
temperature afod monthly accumulation of precipitation during the 1931-1960
period. If conditions are approaching this 30-year average, the value of the
index is near zero. If conditions are wetter than the 30-year average, the
index is positive. If conditions are below average, the index is negative.
Negative indexes have been related to drought conditions in each cl imate
division. If the index drops to -4 or lower, an extreme drought condltlOn
exists.
In order to relate the Palmer Drought Index to range production, it is
necessary to make an estimate of what the average Pa lmer Drougnt Inaex wi 11 be
for the growing season. Three different conditions are assumed:

1.

Normal temperature and moisture conditions wlll persist during the
remainder of the growing season from the time the last actual va lues
were measured.

2.

Precipitation wi 11 De only 50 percent of normal for the remainder of
the growing season.

3.

Precipitation will be 150 percent of normal during the remainder of the
growing season.

Potent i a 1 Actua 1 Use
Desired Average Utilization
(adapted from Schmutz, 1971)

The resulting Palmer Drought Indexes are used to calculate the Range
Production Index2 for the coming growing season. This index is update d at
the end of each month and is distributed to i.nterested parties by the Office
of the State Climatologist.

The values determined are as follows:
YEAR

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

AUMs

283

286

304

307

333

Therefore, the potential stock ing level for obtaining approximately 60
percent utilization uniformly throughout the pasture is within the range of
283-333 AUMs and can probably be assumed to be towards the higher level.
(The data collected after the second water source was developed support this
assumpt ion.)

Several weather conditions may override the index. Late spring frosts that
kill ear ly product i on a nd serious drought stress dur i ng prev ious ye ars cause
product ion estimates to vary cons iderab ly.
The following are sample production figures for the 1983 growing s e ason as
estimated at the end of March 1983 :

1 Rev 1 sed from E. Arlo Richardson's "The Range Condit i on Index" Report .
2 The Range Production Index is referred to by Richardson as "Range
Condit ion Index."
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Calculated Range Production in Utah's Climate Divisions
at the End of March 1983

EVALUATION SUMMARY - AN EXAMPLE
I.

Blu~

Range Production Assuming Selected % of Normal Precip itation
Division

50% Normal

Normal

150% Normal

Western
Dixie
North Centra 1

94
107
120

111
109
124

114
111
126

South Centra 1
North Mountain
Uinta Basin

115
109
93

119
114
109

123
113
113

97

108

109

South East

These estimates would indicate in general very good production in most areas
of the state even if the percent of normal precipitation should drop to 50
percent of normal for the period April through September. If a severe late
spring frost should develop, however, these production values might be
cons i derably less .

Name and Number of Allotment

II.

A.

B.
C.

o.
E.

III.

Mesa Allotment (No. 6403) - User is Mile High Ranch

Livestock Use
Preference
1. Total - 690
2. Allowable use - 243 (by agreement)
3. Suspended preference - 394
4. Voluntary non-use - 53
Season of Use: 4-20 to 5-19
103 AUMs
140 AUMs
12-2 to 1-1
Kind and Class of Livestock : Cattle - Pairs
Percent Public Land: 100
Other: No changes were made in kind or season of livestock use
duri ng the eva 1uat i on per iod; however, the permit t ee may convert
his operation to raise sheep.

Allotment Profile
A.

The Blue Mesa allotment is ·l ocated northwest of Pov erty Knoll along
the Red River. It is characterized by low country dnd draws
dom i nat ed by annuals and pere~ni a I grasses, bi tterbrush benches,
and pinyon-juniper woodlands in its upper elevations . Almos t all
grazing use is made by cattle in the flat areas along the river and
the draws . According to an agreement reached with the permittees
in 1980, this allotment was studied from 1980 through 1983. At
that time, licensed use was 296 active AUMs. The agreement set use
at 243 AUMs wi th the rest of the AUMs to be taken as non-use pending
the outcome of this evaluation.

B.

Acreage:

C.

Objectives:

Fed - 6420
1.

2.
3.

Reduce SSF from 74 to 64 in pasture 3 and from 55
to 45 in pasture 4 by the year 2000 by increasing
vegetat i ve dens i ty.
Improve mountain mahogany (CEMO) composition and
condition fo r wildlife.
Improve 800 acres of bitterbrush (PUTR) benches
for wildlife in 20 years by limiting utilization
to 50 percent and achieving an age class of 70
percent mature, 10 percent young, 10 percent
seedl i ng, and 10 percent decadent; and form
classes of 20 percent heavy hedging, 60 percent
moderate hedging. and 20 percent 1ight heoging.
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4.
5.

IV.

Improve ripar ian habitat.
Increase 1 ivestock use from 243 to 296 AUMs by
i ncreas i ng ground cover by 10 percent.

D.

Key Forage Species : Galleta grass (HIJA) and Ind i an rice grass
(ORHY); however, only galleta, alkali sacaton
(SPAI), and blue 9rama (BOGR) are found in any
amount . Key species for deer are mountain
mahogany and bi tterbrush.

E.

Graz i ng System:

3.

Two pasture deferred rotation a lternat i ng early
use each year. The system was implemented 11/82,
and has been followed until sale of cattle in
summer 1983. This AMP was one of many written by
a team of new em~loyees In the sIx-month effort
prior to prepara Ion Of the 1919 9raZlng ES.

Management Evalu ation
A.

1981 = 51 %, 1982 = 61%, 1983 = 42%

The pur pose of this evaluation is to dete rmine proper stocking rate
per the monitoring po"licy and grazing ES schedule.
4.

S.

Utilization
Eighty-five (85) samples were taken in four different key areas
(two in each pasture), at the same location both i n the draws and
1 n the fl ats next to the l'i ver.
No samples were taken on the
benches as there is little forage use up hi gh. High utilization
(50-70 percent) is found near the river and in the draws away from
the river (ranging from 37-55 percent over the period 1981-83) .
Approximately 42 percent of the forage is produced in the flats
near the river on 11 percent of the area. Uti I izat ion i s usuall y
only sampled during the spring so considerable re9rowth occurs
after utilization is sampled. In January , 1982, when winter
utilization was sampled, the use appro xi mated 70 percent . Species
sampl ed most frequently were HIJA and SPAI; they compr ise
approximately one- third of the perennial plant community.
Utilization represents livestock us e. Other use is insignificant.
Average utili z ation is as follows:

SUl1II1ary of Studies Data:

Trend

Refer to the attached analysi s fo rm
A.

1 Actual Use - Made by pairs - mixed angus and herefords:
1980

1981

1982

1983

126
170

83
170

78
170

62

The trend index (percent key s pec i es, percent I ive perennial
vegetation, number of s eed I ings and percent litter cover ) and
ap parent trend arc as follows (re presenting three key areas):
Aeearent Trend

Trend Index
Spring
Winter

-m

25!

""NB"

o

Dr

Agreement on nonuse was effective 3/1/81. Actual use exceeded
penDi tted use in 1981 because of an error made in issuance of
preference statelllel1t .

2.

1980
1981
1982
1983

(*Data from one key area only due to access being flood ed.)
Transect data show an improvement in trend as reflected in
increase in percent perennial cover and key species. Trend
index i ncreased markedly in 1982 and 1983 due to increases
mainly in number of seed 1 ings of SPCR and BOGH. Apparent trend
is also upward.

Cl itlate
A.

Precipitation:
11.01 inches

Annual

1980
14.47

long term annual mean for Poverty Knoll is
1981

lJ.67

;982
l~

21.3
23 . 0
29.0
29 . 3

51.8
44.6*
91.5
88 . 2

1983
15:)0

These data are only for the Poverty Knoll NOAA Station. SLM rain
gauge data correlate fairly closely with the above. From these
data, 1980-83 should have been above average production years.
However, looking at seasonal precipitation, the spring of 1982 as
we 11 as tne sunrner of 1980 shou ld have shown be low usua 1 product ion.

B.

Hedging and form class studies were done on bitteriJrush. No
Significant livestock use is made of this plant in the allotment
due to inaccessibility. No SSF stud ies have been done. No
mon i tori ng or ri pari an hab ita t has been attempted oecause of an
inability to find a suitable site for the s tudies.
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V.

VI.

Conclusions
A.

Referred to by number shown in Ill. C.
1.

Trend in SSF is not being measured as this procedure is too
subjective and since sampling the change in cover and litter
objectively assesses change in soi 1 surface protect i on in
response to management

2 and 3. Objective 2 is not specific as to what and how much
improvement is desired. Wildlife hab1tat and use are primarily
restricted to the benches ana upper slopes of the drainages.
Cattle use in these same areas is negligible due to topography
and not a significant factor in use of bitterbrush and mountain
mahogany. At this time, therefore, cattle use cannot be used as
a tool to reach objectives shown for these two species.
4.

5.

Consultation
O. G. Whiz, Wi ldl ife Biologist; "Dusty" N. Windee, Soi 1, Air and Water
Specialist; Bob N. Weave, Range Conservationist; and Ralph Rancher,
Allottee.

Objectives

VII.

RecOfTlllendations
A.

Increase perennial ground cover in areas used by 1 ivestock (from 12
percent to 18 percent) and litter (from 18 percent to 24 percent ) by
the year 2000.
B.

The riparian objective is not specific as to what and how much
improvement is desired. There is a thick cover of wi llow,
skunkbrush, and tanglebrush along most of the riverbank. With
the fluctuating water levels, the riverbanks are as stable as
can be expected. The overbrowsing of young cottonwood trees is
the primary problem with grazing use by livestock in the riparian
zone since this limits seedling and sapling growth. Monitoring
(cover or frequencyj is difficult if not i mpossible except by
photo point in the riparian areas near the riverbank.
At this point the objective for increasing stocking rate has not
been met. The following table sUfTlllarizes spring grazing which
is the most critical use:

AUMs Used
Ppt (Feb. thru May)*
ut il izat ion (%)
(*3.6

s

1981

1982

1983

83
3.6
51

78
2 .1
61

62
6.~

42

NOAA mean Ppt. for this period)

From the above, 50 percent utilization was realized during an
average spring precip itation year when 83 AUMs use was made.
The goal of 55 ~ercent spring utilization would probably be
reallzea oy a s ock1l1g rate of 80-85 AUMs (this also recognizes
that regrowth wi 11 occur).

Objective 1 - Delete the former objective and replace it with the
following:

Object i ves 2 and 3 - Oe lete both object i ves unt i 1 such time as the
kind of 1i ves tock is changed to sheep. When and if th i s occurs,
re jnstitute these objectives if sheep wi 11 use the benches and upper
slopes. Establish utilizationlimits on both species and consider
propriety of winter sheep use 1n these areas. Assum1ng a change to
sheep the objectives should be combined and reworded as follows:
"Improve deer habitat in the upper slopes of the
drainages and on the benches by 1 imiting total
uti lization on mountain mahogany and bitterbrush
to SO-60 percent and manage both speci es to achieve
and age class distribution of 50-70 percent mature,
15-25 percent young, and 15-25 percent decadent.
Manage both species to atta in 10-20 percent neavy
hedging, 60-80 percent moderate hedg ing, and
10-20 percent 1 ight hedging. *"

C.

Object i ve 4 - The ri pari an object i ve shou 1d be reworded to read:
Limit 1 ivestock use on cottonwood seedl ings and sapl ings to no more
than 50 percent of plants browsed annually ullti the pl ants are 8
feet or more in height.
If a change to sheep occurs, the permit tee should be instructed to
water the sheep at no more than two points Oil the river in ~ ach
pasture.
In addition to the percent of cottonwood seedl jngs/saplings browsed,
the riparian area should be monitored by using the Riparian Habitat
Scorecard which rates apparent trend (in 1ieu of cover or frequency
studies). Also, at least two permanent photo plots should be
establ ished and read.

*Both age ana form class objectives should have basel ine figures confirmed and
documented in these objectives.
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D.

F.

Key Spec ies and Ut i I i zat ion - Based on spec ies occur rence and use ,
key f or age spec ies should oe changed to HIJA, SPAI, BOGR (and PUTR
if sneep use is made on the benches). Util i zation limit s should be
pl aced on key speci es which would provide for use of annual s pec i es
in the spri ng bu t s t i ll consider physiologica l needs of the key
s pecies . To fac ili tate reach i ng cover obje ct i ves, utilization l imi t s
shoul d also be es tab 1i s hed on key spec i es in the win ter pasture , and
use in t he wi nt er se as on shoul d be meas ured as well.
Next Evaluation - Schedule t he ne xt evaluat i on i n four years after
one cycle of the new gr az i ng system i s comp le t ed. The resource are a
range conserv a ti onist, wi ldlife bi olog i st, distr i ct hydrologist,
permittee, and Division of Wil dl i fe shou l d be inc luded in the
evaluation . If the resul ts are controve rsial or con sens us c annot be
reached on changes t o be made, the Dis tr ict Gr azi ng Advisory Board
and District Ad visor y Counc il should be consu lted.

.1.y.~"'L-,-,~-

MONITORING DATA SUMMARY

",~"Alr

Objective 5 - The per i od of time during which the AMP has been i n
operation is inadequate in terms of judging the allotments' response
to management . Further, the allotment was not fully stocked in 1983.
These factors make an assessment of proper stocking rate difficult.
Based on the data available and our best judgment, it is reconmended
t ha t the use be held to 243 AUMs with no more than 85 AUMs use
a ll owed during the spring season pending the next evaluation.
In regard to the grazing system , a more rapid improvement of the
a ll otment in general and a better chance to ma i ntain and improve the
ri parian habitat and increase livestock use would be probable with a
change i n the present grazing system. Instead of alternabng early
use year by year which results in seedlings and yo ung plants being
gr azed' before they become es tab 1 i shed, a two-year schedul e us i ng the
s ame pasture i n t he spring and deferring the other for fall use
s hou l d result i n greater improvement allotmentwide (inc luding the
r i pari an areas). It is reconmended this change in the 9razing
system be made effective next spring .

E.
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